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STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

In accordance with Fed. R. App. P. 34(a) and this Court’s Rule 

34(f), Plaintiffs-Appellants respectfully submit that these consolidated 

appeals warrant oral argument. 

These cases present fundamental questions concerning the Fair 

Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA), 15 U.S.C. 1692 et seq., and its 

interaction with the Bankruptcy Code. Each case challenges the identi-

cal scheme carried out by Defendants, who are professional debt collec-

tors. Under their common scheme, Defendants acquire time-barred 

debts for pennies on the dollar, and then flood bankruptcy courts with 

proofs of claim seeking to recover on these knowingly time-barred debts. 

Defendants are acutely aware that their claims are wholly unenforcea-

ble under the Bankruptcy Code, and will always be disallowed once an-

yone objects. But Defendants are also aware that, due to predictable 

shortcomings in the bankruptcy process, parties will often mistakenly 

fail to object. Because the Code automatically allows any claim—even 

invalid claims—absent an objection, this permits Defendants to collect 

on meritless claims when the system malfunctions, diverting funds from 

vulnerable debtors and innocent creditors. 
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Plaintiffs challenged this misuse of the claims-process under the 

broad provisions of the FDCPA. In the decisions below, however, the 

district courts held that Defendants’ practice did not violate any of the 

FDCPA’s open-ended prohibitions. According to these courts, Defend-

ants’ conduct was not “abusive,” “deceptive,” or “misleading,” despite 

asserting knowingly invalid claims. This issue is both important and re-

curring, and it has sharply divided the courts. It directly affects thou-

sands of debtors, consumes countless hours of judicial and party time in 

bankruptcies nationwide, and imposes serious costs on creditors with 

legitimate claims (unlike those at issue here). The outcome of this case 

will likely prove dispositive to the ability of consumer debtors (at least 

in this circuit) to vindicate their statutory rights. 

In light of the importance and complexity of these issues, Plain-

tiffs believe that oral argument will assist the Court in its review. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

1. Each Plaintiff asserts claims under the Fair Debt Collection 

Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. 1692 et seq. The district courts accordingly had 

jurisdiction under 15 U.S.C. 1692k(d) and 28 U.S.C. 1331. 

2. a. On April 21, 2015, the Owens district court entered final 

judgment (A17) dismissing Owens’s complaint and resolving all claims 

in the action. Owens filed a timely notice of appeal on May 13, 2015, 

and this Court now has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 1291. 

b. On April 27, 2015, the Robinson district court entered final 

judgment (A27) dismissing Robinson’s complaint and resolving all 

claims in the action. Robinson filed a reconsideration motion (Doc. 62), 

which was denied on May 18, 2015 (A28-A29). She filed a timely notice 

of appeal the same day, and this Court now has jurisdiction under 28 

U.S.C. 1291. 

c. On April 22, 2015, the Birtchman district court entered final 

judgment (A47) dismissing Birtchman’s complaint and resolving all 

claims in the action. Birtchman filed a timely notice of appeal on May 

21, 2015, and this Court now has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 1291. 
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3. Defendants are incorrect that Plaintiffs lack Article III stand-

ing, as Plaintiffs easily satisfy the traditional standing inquiry: 

(i) Plaintiffs incurred actual, concrete “injur[ies] in fact” in being forced 

to spend time and resources objecting to baseless claims; (ii) that injury 

is immediately “trace[able]” to the challenged conduct, which alone 

prompted the objection; and (iii) the injury will be directly “redressed” 

by these FDCPA claims. Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 

560-561 (1992) (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Reed v. 

LVNV Funding, LLC, No. 14-C-8371, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 40457, at 

*8-*9 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 27, 2015).1 

Nor do these claims target a bare statutory violation: due to the 

clockwork claims-allowance process (see Part I.B, infra), Defendants au-

tomatically collect from the estate unless someone objects, despite filing 

knowingly unenforceable claims. This imposes serious costs on all debt-

                                      

1 Defendants also invaded Plaintiffs’ statutory rights under the FDCPA, 

and Congress specifically authorized Plaintiffs to vindicate those rights 

(and recover statutory damages) in federal court. See Phillips v. Asset 

Acceptance, LLC, 736 F.3d 1076, 1083 (7th Cir. 2013). While the Su-

preme Court is currently reviewing a related question (see Spokeo, Inc. 

v. Robins, cert. granted, No. 13-1339 (argued on Nov. 2, 2015)), this rule 

remains law of the circuit until the Supreme Court says otherwise. 
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ors.2 Any debtor with a 100% Chapter 13 plan—repaying the full 

amount of all unsecured debt—is necessarily injured by including time-

barred debts in the plan. Every penny wrongly distributed is stripped 

away from the debtor. And even debtors not repaying 100% of unse-

cured debts face harm: “In light of the real risk that a plan will not be 

completed, leaving the debtor liable on the prepetition claims, the debt-

or has a legitimate interest in seeing that only valid claims (to which he 

or she has no defense) are paid by plan distributions.” In re Freeman, 

2015 WL 6735395, at *3 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. Nov. 4, 2015). Plaintiffs plain-

ly have Article III standing. See Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Grp., LLC, 

794 F.3d 688, 692-696 (7th Cir. 2015). 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

In these Chapter 13 bankruptcies, Defendants filed proofs of claim 

on knowingly time-barred debts. There is no legitimate basis for these 

claims: the claims-process is limited to legally enforceable rights, and 

                                      

2 It also imposes serious costs on honest creditors, but Plaintiffs have 

standing without seeking to vindicate those creditors’ interests. Cf. 15 

U.S.C. 1692(e) (the FDCPA is partly designed to “insure that those debt 

collectors who refrain from using abusive debt collection practices are 

not competitively disadvantaged”). 
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time-barred debts are not legally enforceable. If the system functions as 

Congress intended, these claims indisputably will be disallowed. But 

Defendants often collect anyway when the system (predictably) breaks 

down and fails, which is precisely why Defendants continue filing know-

ingly invalid claims. According to Defendants, the Code grants an abso-

lute right to file even baseless claims, and the FDCPA cannot interfere 

with that “right.” 

The questions presented are: 

1. Whether filing a proof of claim on a knowingly time-barred debt 

violates the FDCPA. 

2. Whether any viable FDCPA claim is nevertheless impliedly re-

pealed by the Bankruptcy Code. 

3. Whether, in Robinson (the only case where the issue was 

raised), the confirmed Chapter 13 plan stands as res judicata to non-

core, non-bankruptcy FDCPA claims that (theoretically) could have 

been asserted in an adversary proceeding—even though these FDCPA 

claims target Defendants’ post-petition misconduct, and the confirmed 

plan targets the equitable distribution of assets based on pre-petition 

debts. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

1. a. Congress enacted the FDCPA in 1977 to “eliminate abusive 

debt collection practices by debt collectors, to insure that those debt col-

lectors who refrain from using abusive debt collection practices are not 

competitively disadvantaged, and to promote consistent State action to 

protect consumers against debt collection abuses.” 15 U.S.C. 1692(e). 

Among a broad range of prohibitions, the FDCPA forbids the use 

of “any false, deceptive, or misleading representation or means in con-

nection with the collection of any debt.” 15 U.S.C. 1692e. That section 

further enumerates a non-exhaustive list of prohibited practices, includ-

ing making false representations of “the character, amount, or legal sta-

tus of any debt,” threatening to “take any action that cannot legally be 

taken,” and “using any false or deceptive means to collect or attempt to 

collect any debt.” 15 U.S.C. 1692e(2)(A), 1692e(5), 1692e(10). The Act 

separately prohibits the use of “unfair or unconscionable means to col-

lect or attempt to collect any debt.” 15 U.S.C. 1692f; see also 15 U.S.C. 

1692f(1) (declaring, as a violation, “[t]he collection of any amount 

* * * unless such amount is expressly authorized by the agreement cre-

ating the debt or permitted by law”). “[A]s remedial legislation, the 
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FDCPA must be broadly construed in order to give full effect to these 

purposes.” Kaymark v. Bank of Am., N.A., 783 F.3d 168, 172 (3d Cir. 

2015) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

b. Once a debtor files for bankruptcy, a bankruptcy estate is creat-

ed that consists of “all legal or equitable interests of the debtor in prop-

erty as of the commencement of the case.” 11 U.S.C. 541(a)(1). Creditors 

who wish to recover from the estate “may file a proof of claim” (11 

U.S.C. 501(a))—“a written statement setting forth a creditor’s claim.” 

Fed. R. Bankr. P. 3001. The Code defines a “claim” as a “right to pay-

ment, whether or not such right is * * * fixed, contingent, matured, un-

matured, disputed, [or] undisputed.” 11 U.S.C. 101(5)(A). The filing of a 

proof of claim is “prima facie” evidence of its validity. Fed. R. Bankr. P. 

3001(f). 

A proof of claim is automatically “allowed” unless a party in inter-

est objects and shows that “such claim is unenforceable against the 

debtor * * * under any agreement or applicable law.” 11 U.S.C. 502(a), 

(b)(1). Congress specifically included “statutes of limitation” as one 

means of proving unenforceability (11 U.S.C. 558), and tasked bank-

ruptcy trustees with the statutory obligation to “examine proofs of 
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claims and object to the allowance of any claim that is improper.” 11 

U.S.C. 704(a)(5); see also 11 U.S.C. 1302(b)(1) (imposing the same duty 

on Chapter 13 trustees). While debtors are often represented by law-

yers, not all debtors are represented, and the representation does not 

always extend to examining proofs of claim or filing objections. 

2. “A deluge has swept through U.S. bankruptcy courts of late. 

Consumer debt buyers—armed with hundreds of delinquent accounts 

purchased from creditors—are filing proofs of claim on debts deemed 

unenforceable under state statutes of limitations.” Crawford v. LVNV 

Funding, LLC, 758 F.3d 1254, 1256 (11th Cir. 2014). “Absent an objec-

tion from either the Chapter 13 debtor or the trustee, the time-barred 

claim is automatically allowed against the debtor”; “[a]s a result, the 

debtor must then pay the debt from his future wages as part of the 

Chapter 13 repayment plan, notwithstanding that the debt is time-

barred and unenforceable in court.” Id. at 1259. “Such a distribution of 

funds to debt collectors with time-barred claims then necessarily reduc-

es the payments to other legitimate creditors with enforceable claims.” 

Id. at 1261. And even when a proper objection is lodged, those objections 
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“consume[] energy and resources in a debtor’s bankruptcy case, just as 

filing a limitations defense does in state court.” Ibid. 

These debt buyers pay only a fraction of a debt’s face value. 

McMahon v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 744 F.3d 1010, 1022 (7th Cir. 2014) 

(citing an FTC study showing debt buyers paid on average “2.2 cents 

per dollar for debts that were 6 to 15 years old”). Due to this significant 

margin, debt collectors can generate a profit even if the majority of their 

time-barred claims are properly rejected as baseless. 

3. Defendants form a substantial part of this trend, operating 

among the nation’s biggest buyers of unpaid debt. See In re Hess, 404 

B.R. 747, 751 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2009) (describing LVNV). “[T]he phe-

nomena of bulk debt purchasing has proliferated and the uncontrolled 

practice of filing claims with minimal or no review is a new develop-

ment that presents a challenge for the bankruptcy system.” Ibid. 

a. Owens. On June 18, 2014, Alphonse Owens sought protection in 

Chapter 13 bankruptcy, and LVNV thereafter filed a proof of claim 

against him seeking $5,249.03. A2. The claim on its face was barred by 

Indiana’s six-year statute of limitations: the last relevant transaction 
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occurred on December 3, 2007, and the original creditor charged off the 

debt on July 31, 2008. A3. 

Owens responded with this lawsuit, alleging that LVNV’s attempt 

to collect knowingly time-barred debt violated the FDCPA. While the 

suit was pending, Owens objected in bankruptcy court to LVNV’s proof 

of claim; LVNV never responded, and the objection was sustained. A3. 

LVNV moved to dismiss the FDCPA action (Doc. 12), and its mo-

tion was granted (A1-A16). The district court rejected LVNV’s conten-

tion that Owens lacked standing to sue under the FDCPA (A4-A5), but 

held that Owens failed to state a viable FDCPA claim (A6-A16). Accord-

ing to the district court, “there is nothing deceptive, misleading, or un-

fair” about LVNV’s claim, because the claim was truthful on its face, 

and the Bankruptcy Code permits parties to file claims for “time-barred 

debts.” A9-A10. Owens, the court reasoned, was protected by “safe-

guards” in the bankruptcy process, including being represented by a 

lawyer and protected by the bankruptcy trustee, who has a “statutory 

obligation” to object to “time-barred” claims. A12-A14. While acknowl-

edging that the Eleventh Circuit reached the opposite conclusion, the 
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court rejected that circuit’s position as unpersuasive. A13 (discussing 

Crawford).3 

b. Robinson. After Tia Robinson sought protection in Chapter 13 

bankruptcy, eCast filed a proof of claim against her seeking $598.98. 

Doc. 41 at ¶¶ 8-9. eCast bought that debt from HSBC, which recorded 

the last activity on the account in 2007. Id. at ¶ 10; Doc. 41-2. Even 

though the debt was “unenforceable” under Illinois’s five-year statute of 

limitations, “[t]he defendants went ahead and filed a proof of claim an-

yway.” A18. Robinson objected because the claim appeared time-barred. 

Ibid.4 Defendants did not bother responding to the objection, and the 

court “disallowed the claim.” Ibid. 

Robinson filed a class-action complaint, alleging that the filing of 

proofs of claim on time-barred debt violated 15 U.S.C. 1692e(5)’s prohi-

                                      

3 Owens converted his bankruptcy case to Chapter 7 after the district 

court entered judgment on the FDCPA claim. In re Owens, No. 14-

05792-JMC-13, Doc. 75 (Bankr. S.D. Ind. May 11, 2015). 

4 The Illinois statute of limitations on credit-card debt is five years un-

less a written contract is produced, which extends the period to ten 

years. 735 ILCS 5/13-205, 5/13-206. The proof of claim did not state 

whether the debt was based on a written contract. Doc. 41-2. While De-

fendants were thus immediately aware that the claim was time-barred, 

Robinson would not know for certain until eCast responded to her objec-

tion. 
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bition on threatening “action[s] that cannot legally be taken.” Doc. 1 

at ¶¶ 14-17. Defendants moved to dismiss (Doc. 22-26), and the court 

granted the motion (A18-A22). According to the court, a time-barred 

claim that complies with the Bankruptcy Rules and does not purport to 

be anything other than a “disputed” claim is not deceptive, false or mis-

leading.  A21-A22. 

Robinson subsequently amended her complaint. Doc. 41. It clari-

fied certain facts, including that Robinson could not confirm the limita-

tions period until after Defendants disclosed whether a written contract 

supported the proof of claim. The amendment also broadened her initial 

request for relief under 15 U.S.C. 1692e and added an express claim 

under 15 U.S.C. 1692f. Doc. 41 at ¶¶ 17-25. 

Defendants again moved to dismiss (Doc. 45-46, 48-49), and the 

court again granted the motion (A23-26). This time, the court reasoned 

that Robinson’s claims were barred by res judicata (claim preclusion). 

According to the court, Robinson should have brought this claim as a 

non-core adversary proceeding within her bankruptcy case. A24-A25. It 

found that the FDCPA claim and the proof of claim were based on the 

“same underlying facts” as both turn on the “timeliness of the proof of 
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claim.” A25. Because it deemed the bankruptcy plan’s confirmation “a 

final judgment on the merits,” it accorded that judgment “res judicata 

effect.” Ibid. Robinson filed a reconsideration motion (Doc. 62), which 

the court denied (A28-A29). 

c. Birtchman. After Joshua Birtchman sought protection in Chap-

ter 13 bankruptcy, LVNV filed a proof of claim against him seeking 

$2,527.63. A31-A32. The claim was facially barred by Indiana’s six-year 

statute of limitations: it had been obtained from Sears National Bank, 

which charged off the debt on June 15, 1998, over a decade earlier. Doc. 

1-3 at 1-4. Birtchman objected (Doc. 1-4), and the claim was disallowed 

(Doc. 1-5).5 

Birtchman then initiated this lawsuit, alleging that LVNV’s at-

tempt to collect knowingly time-barred debt violated the FDCPA.6 

                                      

5 Birtchman later converted his bankruptcy case to Chapter 7. A32. 

6 Although Birtchman’s complaint explicitly invoked only “§ 1692e” and 

“§ 1692e(5),” the complaint’s factual allegations broadly support a claim 

under 15 U.S.C. 1692e and 1692f. See Doc. 1 at 1-5; see also Johnson v. 

City of Shelby, 135 S. Ct. 346, 346-347 (2014) (per curiam) (summarily 

reversing where a complaint was dismissed for “imperfect statement of 

the legal theory supporting the claim asserted”). The district court ac-

cordingly treated the issue as whether Defendants’ conduct violated the 

FDCPA generally, and it specifically held that the complaint failed un-

[Footnote continued on next page] 
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LVNV filed a motion to dismiss (Doc. 16), which was granted (A30-A46). 

The district court’s reasoning tracked its “identical” opinion in Owens, 

which it decided the same day. A30. 

4. These appeals followed, and this Court consolidated all three 

cases for briefing and disposition. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

I. The FDCPA prohibits knowingly filing a proof of claim on time-

barred debt, and the district courts’ contrary view was mistaken. 

A. Defendants violate the FDCPA by representing that their time-

barred claims are valid and enforceable when they know exactly the op-

posite is true. A “claim” is a legally “enforceable” right, and time-barred 

claims are not legally enforceable. Cohen v. de la Cruz, 523 U.S. 213, 

218 (1998). By falsely asserting a “right to payment” when no “right to 

payment” exists, Defendants directly misrepresent the “legal status” 

and “character” of the debt. 

                                      

[Footnote continued from previous page] 

der both “§§ 1692e, 1692f.” A41. In any event, the district court’s opin-

ion rendered any amended complaint futile, and the issue was both 

pressed and passed upon below (United States v. Williams, 504 U.S. 36, 

41 (1992)). On appeal, Birtchman is entitled to seek relief under both 

FDCPA provisions. 
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Defendants also deliberately misuse Chapter 13’s background pre-

sumptions. As a formal default rule, all claims are deemed “prima facie” 

valid and enforceable. Defendants cloak their claims in these default 

presumptions without once explaining that their claims are in fact 

“prima facie” defective, all in the hope of collecting on patently unen-

forceable debt. This is highly misleading conduct, and it fits comfortably 

within the FDCPA’s prohibitions. 

B. Defendants also exploit the claims-allowance process to collect 

when the system malfunctions. Defendants are engaged in a systemic 

effort to “flood” bankruptcy proceedings with hundreds of thousands of 

time-barred claims. Defendants file these claims without any legitimate 

basis or useful purpose. There is no scenario in which these claims sur-

vive under proper review: Defendants’ claims are invalid and will be re-

jected, every single time, if the process functions as Congress intended. 

Defendants’ entire scheme is premised on the hope that the system will 

break down and fail—as it predictably does when debtors fail to object 

and trustees fail to discharge their statutory duty to weed out invalid 

claims. 
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Defendants’ scheme has no redeeming value, yet it imposes need-

less costs on courts and innocent parties in order to collect when the 

system fails. This flagrant abuse is exactly the kind of false, deceptive, 

and unfair practice that the FDCPA was designed to avoid. 

C. As the Eleventh Circuit held in Crawford, the same acts that 

violate the FDCPA outside bankruptcy also violate the FDCPA within 

it. This Court has already held that Defendants violate the FDCPA by 

filing state-court litigation over time-barred debts. Phillips v. Asset Ac-

ceptance, LLC, 736 F.3d 1076, 1079 (7th Cir. 2013). The same rationale 

applies equally in this context: there is no reason that debt collectors 

suddenly have more freedom to pursue stale claims once a debtor enters 

bankruptcy. 

This is nothing more than a blatant attempt to collect a debt that 

a creditor has no right to collect. Ironically, had Plaintiffs not declared 

bankruptcy, Defendants indisputably would have no right to payment 

from anyone. Defendants are flipping the bankruptcy system on its 

head: rather than giving debtors a fresh start from their debt, Defend-

ants are trying to impose new obligations that no longer exist outside 
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bankruptcy. This scheme is “abusive,” “deceptive,” and “unfair,” and it 

is actionable under the FDCPA. 

II. In the alternative, Defendants argue that the Bankruptcy Code 

repealed by implication any viable claim under the FDCPA. It is well-

settled that a litigant advancing a theory of implied repeal must estab-

lish the defense through clear text or irreconcilable conflict. J.E.M. Ag 

Supply, Inc. v. Pioneer Hi-Bred Int’l, Inc., 534 U.S. 124, 143-144 (2001); 

Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 550 (1974). Defendants have not met 

their heavy burden. 

A. Defendants concede, as they must, that there is no textual pre-

clusion. Put simply, nothing in the text of the Code or the FDCPA could 

possibly qualify as a “clear statement” that one scheme precludes the 

other. 

B. Instead, Defendants insist that there is an irreconcilable con-

flict between the Code and the FDCPA. That is incorrect. 

1. Defendants assert that the two schemes conflict because the 

Code grants debt collectors an absolute “right” to file knowingly time-

barred claims. But the Code (unremarkably) does not tolerate frivolous 

claims, and Defendants have no good-faith basis for deliberately filing a 
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stale claim. Congress instructed trustees to reject the very claims that 

Defendants insist they are allowed, and courts routinely sanction par-

ties for filing knowingly time-barred claims. There is no “right” to en-

gage in sanctionable conduct. The FDCPA thus prohibits what the Code 

does not even allow, and its application would not undermine the Code, 

but promote it. Because nothing compels (or even permits) an act under 

one scheme that violates the other, there is no conceivable “conflict.” 

2. In any event, the FDCPA survives the Code even if parties had 

a “right” to file knowingly baseless claims. There is no conflict where a 

party can easily comply with each scheme by voluntarily refraining 

from targeted behavior. The Code creates a permissive right to file a 

claim; no one is compelled to take any act under the Code that is forbid-

den by the FDCPA. The fact that debt collectors are singled out for ad-

ditional regulation does not create a conflict; it merely reflects Con-

gress’s considered judgment that this particular group imposes height-

ened risks of public harm, and its behavior must be restricted in ways 

that do not affect ordinary creditors. 

Congress intended the FDCPA to fill the gaps of other laws, and it 

does exactly that here. Professional debt collectors are purchasing huge 
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portfolios of knowingly stale claims, and flooding bankruptcy courts 

with claims that they know are unenforceable. While individual claims 

may impose little harm, the aggregate effect of this practice is stagger-

ing. Congress had every reason to impose additional restrictions on 

groups that tend to abuse the system to collect debts. It was aware that 

existing remedies were not always adequate to deter wrongful collection 

practices, and it intended the FDCPA to overlap with those schemes to 

provide added protection. The remedies available under the Code for 

ordinary creditors are not calibrated to handle the business methods of 

debt collectors. The FDCPA performs that role, and the district courts 

erred in refusing to apply this superimposed scheme as Congress in-

tended. Their judgments should be reversed. 

III. The Robinson court alone rejected an FDCPA claim under res 

judicata, and it erred in invoking that defense. 

A. Claim preclusion requires “identical” transactional facts and a 

“final judgment” on the merits. But the operative facts here are not 

“identical”: the proof of claim targets the underlying debt obligation, 

while the FDCPA claim targets the misconduct of knowingly asserting a 

baseless claim. This independent claim arises at a separate time and fo-
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cuses on a distinct transaction. Nor was there a “final judgment” as to 

these FDCPA claims. The plan confirmation addressed issues related to 

plan confirmation. It bars future suits challenging any issue falling 

within its scope, but it does not bind non-core, non-bankruptcy issues 

that just so happen to arise during the bankruptcy proceeding. 

B. This Court has already held that the resolution of a “core” claim 

cannot bind non-core claims that were not explicitly resolved during the 

bankruptcy case. While that rule has split the circuits, it avoids a seri-

ous constitutional question—whether, absent waiver, a bankruptcy 

judge can enter a confirmation order destroying non-core, non-

bankruptcy statutory rights. This Court should not expand claim pre-

clusion to unnecessarily invite that constitutional problem. 

C. A measured approach to claim preclusion is consistent with the 

doctrine’s objectives. These claims raise no genuine concerns about 

“multiple lawsuits” because an adversary proceeding itself is (function-

ally) a separate lawsuit; any added process is de minimis. And there is 

no realistic danger of “inconsistent decisions”—this plan never ad-

dressed these freestanding FDCPA claims, and issue preclusion can al-
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ways avoid any attempt to undercut the concrete terms of a confirmed 

plan. 

D. While the Fourth Circuit reached the opposite decision in Cov-

ert v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 779 F.3d 242 (4th Cir. 2015), its decision 

was both distinguishable and mistaken. 

The Covert panel wrongly conflated issue and claim preclusion, 

and that error drove its analysis. It specifically found, unlike here, that 

the FDCPA claim could not prevail without contradicting express provi-

sions of the confirmed plan, and it likewise targeted claims that were 

approved and paid years earlier. The panel downplayed meaningful dif-

ferences between the operative facts of each case, and it overlooked the 

limited scope of a Chapter 13 plan. Whatever merit the decision may 

have in that (different) factual context, it has no merit here. The Robin-

son court’s contrary determination should be reversed. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

1. This Court reviews de novo a district court’s grant of a motion 

to dismiss, “accept[ing] all facts alleged in the complaint as true and 

draw[ing] all reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the 

plaintiff.” Parish v. City of Elkhart, 614 F.3d 677, 679 (7th Cir. 2010); 
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see also Matrix IV, Inc. v. Am. Nat’l Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago, 649 

F.3d 539, 547 (7th Cir. 2011) (reviewing de novo dismissal based on 

claim and issue preclusion). 

2. This Court should use the “unsophisticated consumer” standard 

in assessing these claims. See Gammon v. GC Servs. Ltd. P’ship, 27 

F.3d 1254, 1257 (7th Cir. 1994). Defendants’ representations are de-

signed to deceive unrepresented debtors or mislead busy attorneys and 

trustees who have neither the time nor the resources to review invalid 

proofs of claim. Because the process often relies on consumer debtors as 

the ultimate backstop, Defendants’ representations should be reviewed 

on the assumption that the debtor herself (not her attorney) will review 

these claims. See Evory v. RJM Acquisitions Funding L.L.C., 505 F.3d 

769, 774 (7th Cir. 2007) (the FDCPA standard is “different when the 

conduct is aimed at a lawyer than when it is aimed at a consumer”). 

Nor does it matter that lawyers will sometimes review claims; the 

same was true in Phillips, where it is certainly plausible that some 

debtors would hire attorneys to defend against time-barred debts. See 

736 F.3d at 1079; see also Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1258 (“[t]he inquiry is 

not whether the particular plaintiff-consumer was deceived or misled”) 
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(emphasis added). Defendants cannot invoke a higher standard simply 

because some lawyers or trustees will review claims that Defendants 

hope will be reviewed by consumers alone. See Evory, 505 F.3d at 776 

(calibrating the FDCPA standard to the “intended recipient[]”). 

ARGUMENT 

I. THE FDCPA PROHIBITS KNOWINGLY FILING A 

PROOF OF CLAIM ON TIME-BARRED DEBT IN A 

CHAPTER 13  BANKRUPTCY 

Contrary to Defendants’ contentions, knowingly filing a proof of 

claim on time-barred debt violates the FDCPA in multiple respects. It is 

“false, deceptive, [and] misleading” under 15 U.S.C. 1692e, and it is “un-

fair [and] unconscionable” under 15 U.S.C. 1692f. The district courts 

erred in holding otherwise, and their judgments should be reversed. 

A. Defendants Violate The FDCPA By Falsely Represent-

ing That Their Time-Barred Claims Are Valid And En-

forceable When They Know Exactly The Opposite Is 

True 

The FDCPA “specifically prohibits the false representation of the 

character or legal status of any debt” (McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020), 

which precisely describes Defendants’ conduct. Their claims are indis-

putably time-barred and unenforceable. Yet “[i]n the context of the 

Bankruptcy Code’s automatic claims allowance process, the filing of a 
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proof of claim amounts to an assertion that the underlying claim is en-

forceable and that the claimant is entitled to be paid out of the bank-

ruptcy estate.” Feggins v. LVNV Funding LLC (In re Feggins), No. 13-

11319-WRS, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 2822, at *15-*16 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. 

Aug. 24, 2015). Defendants have asserted a “right to payment” that does 

not exist, and they have taken advantage of default rules declaring 

their claims “prima facie” valid when they know precisely the opposite 

is true. Such conduct squarely violates the FDCPA. 

1. a. Defendants violate the FDCPA by misrepresenting the “char-

acter” and “legal status” of these time-barred debts. 15 U.S.C. 1692e, 

1692e(2)(A), 1692e(10). 

The Bankruptcy Code defines a “claim” as a “right to payment” (11 

U.S.C. 101(5)(A)), and a “right to payment” (according to the Supreme 

Court) is “nothing more nor less than an enforceable obligation.” John-

son v. Home State Bank, 501 U.S. 78, 83 (1991) (emphasis added); see 

also, e.g., FCC v. NextWave Pers. Commc’ns Inc., 537 U.S. 293, 303 

(2003); Pa. Dep’t of Pub. Welfare v. Davenport, 495 U.S. 552, 559 (1990). 

Parties voluntarily participating in the claims-process act against the 

backdrop of these settled rules. When a creditor files a “proof of claim,” 
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it is necessarily asserting “proof” of a “right to payment” on legally “en-

forceable” debt. 

Here, Defendants have asserted “proofs” of claim without any con-

ceivable “right to payment.” It is axiomatic that time-barred debts are 

not “legally enforceable” (McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020), and Defendants 

are fully aware that they lack any “corresponding ‘right to payment’” 

(Cohen, 523 U.S. at 218). See also Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1261 (time-

barred claims are “unenforceable”); Huertas v. Galaxy Asset Mgmt., 641 

F.3d 28, 32 (3d Cir. 2011) (time-barred debts are “unenforceable in a 

court of law”). Yet Defendants file these claims anyway despite knowing 

that no such “right” exists. E.g., Avalos v. LVNV Funding, LLC (In re 

Avalos), 531 B.R. 748, 754 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2015). 

This misrepresentation is unlawful. “Whether a debt is legally en-

forceable is a central fact about the character and legal status of that 

debt.” McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020. “[A] time-barred claim is unenforce-

able within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code, so a debt collector 

who knowingly files such a claim in bankruptcy is falsely asserting that 

it is entitled to be paid.” Feggins, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 2822, at *16. By 
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asserting a “right to payment” when there is no “right to payment,” De-

fendants violate the FDCPA. McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020. 

b. In addition to prohibiting direct misrepresentations, the 

FDCPA also prohibits inappropriate “means” of collecting debts. 15 

U.S.C. 1692e, 1692e(10). Defendants’ scheme employs unlawful means. 

Under the Code’s background rules, every claim is automatically 

deemed “prima facie” valid. Gardner v. New Jersey, 329 U.S. 565, 573 

(1947); see also Fed. R. Bankr. P. 3001(f) (“A proof of claim executed and 

filed in accordance with these rules shall constitute prima facie evi-

dence of the validity and amount of the claim.”). Defendants exploit that 

background rule. They are fully aware that their claims are not entitled 

to a presumption of validity. Yet Defendants never disclose that their 

claims are “prima facie” invalid or make any corrective statement to 

avoid deceiving the court and other parties. Cf. McMahon, 744 F.3d at 

1021 (“Neither LVNV nor CMS gave a hint that the debts that they 

were trying to collect were vulnerable to an ironclad limitations de-

fense.”). They simply leverage “the misleading impression * * * that the 

debt collector can legally enforce [a] debt” that indisputably cannot be 

enforced. Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1261. 
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Nor does it matter that Defendants never explicitly stated that 

their claims were enforceable. Contra A21 (the proof of claim “did not 

falsely assert that it was timely”). That representation inheres in every 

claim. Cf. McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1022 (finding a settlement offer un-

lawful because it wrongly “implies that the creditor could successfully 

sue on [time-barred] debt”) (emphasis added). The Code’s claims-process 

is reserved for enforceable claims. When a party knowingly participates 

in that process, it is necessarily representing that its claims are en-

forceable. 

Defendants took advantage of the false impression that they de-

liberately helped create. That deception violates the FDCPA. 

2. The courts below accepted Defendants’ position that there was 

nothing false or misleading about asserting “rights” to recover time-

barred debt. These courts were mistaken.7 

                                      

7 Other courts in this Circuit, however, have reached a contrary conclu-

sion, finding that the FDCPA prohibits filing proofs of claim on time-

barred debts. See, e.g., Taylor v. Galaxy Asset Purchasing, LLC, No. 14-

cv-09276, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 76007 (N.D. Ill. June 11, 2015); Pat-

rick v. PYOD, 39 F. Supp.3d 1032 (S.D. Ind. 2014), interlocutory appeal 

denied, No. 14-8028 (7th Cir. 2014). 
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a. Defendants insist they have a “right to payment” because time-

barred debts are not extinguished under Illinois or Indiana law—only 

the corresponding “remedies” are extinguished. See, e.g., A41 n.5; Gate-

wood v. CP Med., LLC, 533 B.R. 905, 910 (B.A.P. 8th Cir. 2015). That is 

exactly backwards: with no “remedy,” there is no right to payment. Un-

der the Code, the question is not whether a debt still exists, but wheth-

er that debt can be legally enforced—and there is no “right to payment” 

unless a debt is “legally enforceable.” NextWave, 537 U.S. at 303; John-

son, 501 U.S. at 83-84; Davenport, 495 U.S. at 559. Defendants have no 

“right” to enforce time-barred debts in any tribunal. The underlying ob-

ligation may still exist, but it is at most a “moral obligation,” not a “le-

gal” one. McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020; see also Crawford, 758 F.3d at 

1261; Huertas, 641 F.3d at 32. Defendants can ask nicely to be repaid, 

but a debtor may simply refuse. That is not a “right” under any ordi-

nary understanding of the term. See Feggins, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 2822, 

at *25 (“a creditor barred by limitation has no more right to be paid 

than one barred by repose, and it has no more right to be paid in bank-

ruptcy than it does in state court”). 
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Under the Code, Defendants cannot share in an estate’s limited 

assets—and divert funds from legitimate creditors—based on a “moral” 

obligation alone. As such, Defendants have no basis for claiming a 

“right to payment,” and their contrary assertions violate the FDCPA. 

b. According to the courts below, it is not “automatically improper” 

to “[s]eek[] repayment of a time-barred debt.” A21 (citing McMahon, 744 

F.3d at 1020). That is assuredly true, and it is assuredly irrelevant. 

There is a stark difference between seeking voluntary repayment (as in 

McMahon) and filing formal claims asserting a non-existent “right to 

payment” under rules declaring claims “prima facie” valid (despite their 

known invalidity). Defendants’ formal filings hardly resemble truthful, 

accurate, upfront requests for voluntary repayment that debtors may 

freely ignore. Cf. O’Neill v. Continental Airlines, Inc. (In re Continental 

Airlines, Inc.), 928 F.2d 127, 129 (5th Cir. 1991) (“the filing of a proof of 

claim is analogous to the filing of a complaint in a civil action”). 

c. The courts below also found that Defendants’ claims were liter-

ally true: “a proof of claim submitted on a court-approved form, fully 

compliant with Rule 3001(c)(3), is a neutral statement that a debt exist-

ed at a certain time and is now owned by the claimant.” A21; see also 
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A39 (“Birtchman fails to point to any particular representations on the 

claim that are misleading”). That holding is both factually and legally 

wrong. 

As a factual matter, Defendants’ claims were not literally true. To 

be clear: the claims at issue were not “neutral statement[s] that a debt 

existed at a certain time.” A21. They were knowingly false assertions of 

“proof” that the debt collector had a “right to payment” designed to ex-

ploit the Code’s presumption of validity (and collect at the expense of 

debtors and legitimate creditors). Indeed, even the Robinson court 

acknowledged that the claim itself “may be considered an implicit rep-

resentation of legal enforceability.” A22. The fact that Defendants man-

aged not to distort other aspects of a frivolous claim is wholly beside the 

point. 

In any event, the relevant FDCPA prohibitions are not limited to 

literal misstatements. The statute prohibits statements that are decep-

tive or misleading, and it likewise reaches improper means of collecting 

debts. See, e.g., Gammon, 27 F.3d at 1258 (Easterbrook, J., concurring) 

(“literal truth may convey a misleading impression”). Even were De-

fendants’ filings literally true, they still used deceptive means to foster 
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the misleading impression that time-barred debts were enforceable. De-

fendants cannot excuse this practice by including half-truths about the 

amount or age of a debt—they still wrongly included those debts in a 

process reserved for enforceable claims.8 Their abusive scheme fits com-

fortably within the FDCPA. 

B. Defendants Violate The FDCPA By Exploiting The 

Claims-Allowance Process To Collect When The Sys-

tem Malfunctions, Not When It Operates As Congress 

Intended 

Defendants also violate the FDCPA by using “unfair or uncon-

scionable means to collect or attempt to collect” time-barred debts. 15 

U.S.C. 1692f. Defendants succeed only when the bankruptcy process 

breaks down and fails—as it routinely does. Their claims have no legit-

imate purpose: there are zero circumstances in which Congress intend-

ed time-barred claims to divert funds from the estate. Defendants simp-

                                      

8 Any contrary suggestion is out of step with this Court’s decisions. In 

Phillips, for example, this Court found that pursuing state-court litiga-

tion over time-barred debts violated the FDCPA. The Court so held de-

spite the lack of any direct statement that the claim was “timely.” See 

736 F.3d at 1079. Likewise, in McMahon, this Court found that seeking 

voluntary repayment of time-barred debts could violate the FDCPA. 

The Court again so held despite the lack of any direct statement that 

the claim was “timely.” See 744 F.3d at 1020-1021. 
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ly exploit unintended flaws in the process, at the expense of vulnerable 

debtors and innocent creditors. Their scheme is “‘unfair,’ ‘unconsciona-

ble,’ ‘deceptive,’ and ‘misleading’ within the broad scope of § 1692e and 

§ 1692f.” Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1260. 

1. Defendants are engaged in a flagrant misuse of the bankruptcy 

process. As described above, proofs of claim are automatically “allowed” 

unless someone objects. 11 U.S.C. 502(a). Under this automatic-

allowance procedure, all unchallenged claims—even patently invalid 

claims—are included by default in distributions. This permits the sys-

tem to function efficiently and expeditiously. But it also creates oppor-

tunities for abuse: creditors with defective claims can “unfairly game[] 

the system by taking advantage of the automatic claims allowance pro-

cess,” “camouflaging [their claims] among the inundation of other 

claims filed,” and hoping to “slip past the bankruptcy court’s supervi-

sion unnoticed.” Feggins, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 2822, at *16. These bad-

faith actors know that if the process breaks down, they will illegitimate-

ly collect despite having unenforceable claims, directly contrary to Con-

gress’s intent. Compare 15 U.S.C. 1692f(1) (prohibiting “[t]he collection 

of any amount” not “permitted by law”). 
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Rather than relying on the system’s intended operation, Defend-

ants’ business model is predicated entirely on system failure.9 Defend-

ants knowingly flood bankruptcy courts with time-barred claims in the 

hope of collecting unenforceable debts. These claims have no legal justi-

fication. Avalos, 531 B.R. at 757. Defendants do not (and cannot) con-

tend that they have any good-faith basis for their filings. Defendants’ 

only hope is that the system malfunctions: the debtor may unwittingly 

“fail to object” and the trustee may “fail[] to fulfill its statutory duty to 

object to improper claims.” Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1259 n.5, 1261. When 

that happens, Defendants can force Plaintiffs to “pay the debt from 

[their] future wages as part of the Chapter 13 repayment plan, notwith-

standing that the debt is time-barred and unenforceable in court.” Id. at 

1259. 

This scheme is “an abuse of the claims allowance process and an 

affront to the integrity of the bankruptcy court.” Feggins, 2015 Bankr. 

                                      

9 System failure is also all too predictable. Consumer debtors may re-

view claims without an attorney, and many unrepresented debtors are 

unaware of limitations defenses. While trustees are likely aware of limi-

tations defenses, they may not devote their limited time and resources 

to inspecting claims. Defendants, by design, take improper advantage of 

these predictable deficiencies. See pp. 39-44, infra. 
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LEXIS 2822, at *12. Defendants impose pointless costs on courts and 

innocent parties without any offsetting societal value or public benefit. 

In the best-case scenario, the debtor or trustee is burdened with the 

hassle and expense of filing a needless objection, and the court is forced 

to waste its time and resources rejecting the claim; in the worst-case 

scenario, the process breaks down and allows the invalid claim, divert-

ing limited funds from vulnerable debtors and honest creditors. The 

process is sufficiently taxed without the deliberate filing of baseless 

claims. Defendants’ attempt to profit from system-error undermines 

Congress’s intent, and constitutes an unfair and unconscionable prac-

tice. 

2. Defendants insist that their scheme is indeed a fair and legiti-

mate use of the bankruptcy process, but they are mistaken. 

a. According to Defendants, Congress invited parties to file know-

ingly time-barred claims. As they see it, Congress must have contem-

plated an acceptable role for “disputed claims” (A22), or it would not 

have included a procedure for objecting to those claims: “The Bankrupt-

cy Code implicitly recognizes that proofs of claim regarding time-barred 
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debts may be filed by providing debtors with an affirmative defense to 

such claims.” A39 (emphasis added). 

This logic is mystifying. The claims-process permits genuinely dis-

puted claims; it does not tolerate (much less permit) frivolous claims in-

disputably subject to an iron-clad defense. Defendants’ claims are not 

“disputed” at all (contra A22); indeed, it is undisputed that they are in-

valid and unenforceable (e.g., McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020). The Code 

authorizes a defense to time-barred claims because there otherwise 

would be no mechanism for discarding untimely claims mistakenly filed 

in good faith. That hardly suggests Congress intended parties to file 

knowingly defective claims—any more than Rule 11 invites parties to 

file frivolous lawsuits or Title 18 of the U.S. Code invites parties to 

commit felonies. See, e.g., Trevino v. HSBC Mortgage Servs., Inc. (In re 

Trevino), No. 10-70594, 2015 WL 3883180, at *15 (S.D. Tex. June 19, 

2015). 

b. Nor is Defendants’ practice somehow “fair” because their claims 

“clearly state[] information that can be used to determine if the debt is 

time barred.” A40; compare p. 10 & n.4, supra. This same information is 

available to Defendants, who thus also know their claims are time-
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barred but file anyway in the hope of escaping detection. It is hardly an 

excuse that others—absent system failure—might figure out what De-

fendants already knew before burdening the system with frivolous 

claims. See In re Sekema, 523 B.R. 651, 655 (Bankr. N.D. Ind. 2015) 

(sanctioning debt collectors for filing knowingly time-barred claims, and 

imposing a fine “reflect[ing] an appreciation of the system-wide burdens 

created by this type of misconduct”).10 

The bankruptcy process relies on parties acting in good faith; it 

does not tolerate parties who abuse the system with meritless claims, 

all in the hope that the system breaks down and no one notices. Young 

v. Young (In re Young), 789 F.3d 872, 879 (8th Cir. 2015). Defendants’ 

practice is an inexcusable attempt to abuse the bankruptcy process. It 

plainly violates the FDCPA. 

                                      

10 As explained previously (Part I.A, supra), this information hardly 

renders the claim “not misleading” for purposes of Section 1692e. Con-

tra A40. Defendants still misrepresent the “character” and “legal sta-

tus” of the debt by asserting a “right to payment” when they have no 

“right to payment.” The fact that Defendants did not further misrepre-

sent other aspects of the claim is irrelevant. 
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C. Consistent With This Court’s Phillips Decision, The 

Same Baseless Filings That Would Violate The FDCPA 

In State Court Also Violate The FDCPA In Bankruptcy 

According to this Court’s clear precedent, Defendants could not 

file these time-barred claims in state court without violating the 

FDCPA. Phillips, 736 F.3d at 1079 (invoking 15 U.S.C. 1692e, 1692f); 

see also McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1019-1022 (prohibiting collection efforts 

that falsely imply time-barred debts are legally enforceable). Defend-

ants, however, insist that they can sidestep the FDCPA by pursuing the 

same stale debt in bankruptcy. They maintain that bankruptcy is simp-

ly different, and the Chapter 13 process has “safeguards” that protect 

debtors from time-barred claims. See also Gatewood, 533 B.R. at 909. 

Defendants are wrong. In every relevant respect, the reasons “for 

outlawing stale suits to collect consumer debts” (Phillips, 736 F.3d at 

1079) are “[t]he same * * * in the bankruptcy context.” Crawford, 758 

F.3d at 1260. While bankruptcy’s “safeguards” will occasionally prevent 

Defendants from profiting from their misconduct, the predicable failure 

rate is sufficiently high to encourage Defendants to misuse the system. 

Each time these safeguards fail, debtors are left in the same position as 

a debtor facing time-barred litigation. Id. at 1262. Defendants’ position 
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is incompatible with this Court’s FDCPA cases, and it should be reject-

ed. 

1. In Phillips, this Court squarely held that debt collectors violate 

the FDCPA by filing time-barred suits in state court. 736 F.3d at 1079. 

As the Court explained, (i) consumers are not always aware of a limita-

tions defense, and thus may “unwittingly acquiesce” to stale suits; 

(ii) even consumers aware of a time-bar may “still give in rather than 

fight” to avoid “expend[ing] energy and resources” to “present the de-

fense,” a fact “particularly true in light of the costs of attorneys today”; 

and (iii) consumers will not always remember “the circumstances and 

validity of the debt,” and may “no longer have personal records detailing 

the status of the debt.” Ibid. (quoting Kimber v. Fed. Fin. Corp., 668 F. 

Supp. 1480, 1487 (M.D. Ala. 1987)). 

The same concerns apply in the bankruptcy setting. See Crawford, 

758 F.3d at 1260-1261 (following Phillips). In bankruptcy, as in ordi-

nary litigation, a knowingly time-barred claim takes unfair advantage 

of debtors, deliberately “creat[ing] the misleading impression” that the 

debt can be enforced. Id. at 1261. Indeed, the entire point of Defendants’ 

scheme is to deceive debtors into “unwittingly” accepting stale debt. 
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Phillips, 736 F.3d at 1079. Likewise, debtors (and other bankruptcy 

participants) will often simply give up rather than fight a frivolous 

claim: “filing objections to time-barred claims consumes energy and re-

sources in a debtor’s bankruptcy case, just as filing a limitations de-

fense does in state court.” Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1261. Defendants ex-

ploit this dynamic, knowing that frivolous claims will often survive 

simply because no one has sufficient incentive to oppose them. Moreo-

ver, Defendants know that some stale claims will win because debtors 

lack hard evidence to substantiate an objection; even when a proof of 

claim is time-barred on its face, not every debtor (or third party) will ob-

ject when “[a] Chapter 13 debtor’s memory of a stale debt [has] faded 

and personal records documenting the debt [have] vanished.” Ibid. 

As the Eleventh Circuit concluded in Crawford, Phillips’s logic 

applies indistinguishably in these cases. “In bankruptcy,” as in ordinary 

litigation, “the limitations period provides a bright line for debt collec-

tors and consumer debtors, signifying a time when the debtor’s right to 

be free of stale claims comes to prevail over a creditor’s right to legally 

enforce the debt.” Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1260-1261. Courts have uni-

formly held that the FDCPA “outlaw[s]” Defendants’ claims in state 
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court (Phillips, 736 F.3d at 1079; see also Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1059); 

there is no reason that Congress intended to provide less protection 

once a debtor enters bankruptcy. 

2. The courts below, however, openly rejected Crawford and re-

fused to apply Phillips to this setting. A19, A21-A22; A41-A45. These 

courts suggested that debtors are protected by attorneys and trustees, 

and these added “safeguards” avoided (or at least “minimized”) concerns 

about pursuing time-barred claims in state court. Not so. Bankruptcy’s 

“safeguards” are ineffective in protecting debtors—which is precisely 

why Defendants continue to flood bankruptcy courts with frivolous 

claims. Put bluntly: if these safeguards truly worked, Defendants’ busi-

ness model would collapse. 

Defendants may believe it is fine to waste the court’s time and 

burden the trustees, debtors, and innocent creditors with the unneces-

sary task of objecting to frivolous claims. But Defendants’ conduct is 

just as improper in this context as any other. Crawford was correct to 

apply Phillips to the bankruptcy setting, and the contrary decisions be-

low should be reversed. 
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a. According to the district courts, debtors are typically represent-

ed by lawyers in Chapter 13 proceedings, and those lawyers are aware 

of limitations defenses. A43-A45. But not all consumer debtors have 

lawyers, and not all lawyers are retained to review claims and file ob-

jections. It is simply wrong to presume that a debtor who has an attor-

ney to assist with the overall bankruptcy case has paid for that attorney 

to review proofs of claim. And in every instance where a debtor is un-

represented (or a representation is limited in scope), the debtor alone is 

forced to review claims and identify defenses. Those debtors are left in 

exactly the same position as unrepresented debtors in state-court litiga-

tion. 

Nor is it fair to ask debtors to hire an attorney to object to De-

fendants’ frivolous filings. See A45 (suggesting debtors would incur only 

“minimal” expense for “the additional legal work required” to object to 

time-barred claims). The cost of even a few hundred dollars is a mean-

ingful expense to any Chapter 13 debtor—it can mean the difference in 

a debtor’s ability to meet basic needs for herself and her family. And 

even if each frivolous claim prompts only a “straightforward” objection 

(A45), someone must still review the claim, confirm the limitations pe-
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riod, prepare the objection, and file that objection with the court, which 

must then review and adjudicate the issue. Even if that entire process 

consumes only an hour of everyone’s time—an exceedingly low esti-

mate—the aggregate cost of filing hundreds of thousands of claims 

quickly reaches staggering proportions. See, e.g., Jenkins v. Genesis Fin. 

Solutions, LLC (In re Jenkins), 456 B.R. 236, 241 (Bankr. E.D.N.C. 

2011) (“The issue is a real one, the problem is widespread, and it bur-

dens both debtors and the courts.”). Given the lack of any redeeming 

value in Defendants’ practice, this significant expense (individually and 

globally) is especially unwarranted.11 

b. The courts below also stated that Phillips’s concerns are inap-

posite because debtors are adequately protected by trustees: even when 

a debtor is “unrepresented,” the trustee has an independent “statutory 

obligation to object to improper claims,” including “those barred by the 

                                      

11 In many situations, the cost of objecting to the time-barred debt could 

quickly approach the amount of the debt itself. See Suesz v. Med-1 Solu-

tions, LLC, 757 F.3d 636, 639 (7th Cir. 2014) (en banc). In Robinson, for 

example, the time-barred debt was only $598.98, an amount lower than 

the hourly rate of many attorneys. A18. Debt collectors are fully aware 

of this dynamic, and it further explains why many parties will simply 

acquiesce in a baseless filing rather than invest the time and resources 

to file an objection. 
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statute of limitations.” A45 (citing 11 U.S.C. 704(a)(5)); A22. Because 

trustees, in theory, are required to object to stale claims, debtors are 

fully “protected” from time-barred debts. A45; see also LaGrone v. 

LVNV Funding LLC (In re LaGrone), 525 B.R. 419, 426 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 

2015). 

This logic flips the statutory scheme on its head. The FDCPA bans 

“abusive, deceptive, and unfair” practices. 15 U.S.C. 1692(a). Defend-

ants cannot possibly avoid the FDCPA by suggesting that their practice 

is so egregious that Congress compelled trustees to ferret out and attack 

it. If these claims had any legitimate role in the process, Congress 

would not have charged trustees with automatically objecting the mo-

ment the claims are filed. The trustees’ “statutory obligation” only un-

derscores precisely why this conduct violates the FDCPA; it hardly ex-

cuses it. 

In any event, as a practical matter, trustees do not adequately 

protect debtors, a fact essential to Defendants’ abusive strategy. De-

fendants know that trustees do not (and cannot) feasibly object to every 

baseless claim. Trustees are charged with multiple duties and obliga-

tions, and they operate under difficult circumstances with limited time 
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and resources. In light of these practical constraints, trustees simply 

cannot wade through each and every proof of claim filed in all Chapter 

13 proceedings. See Feggins v. LVNV Funding LLC, No. 13-11319-WRS, 

2015 WL 7424339, at *3 n.5 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. Nov. 20, 2015) (Feggins 

II) (trustee “testified that his office processes between 6,000 and 7,000 

claims each month, and that there are between 18,000 and 19,000 pend-

ing Chapter 13 cases in this district”). 

Defendants take unfair advantage of this dynamic. They are fully 

aware that trustees will find it impossible to examine and discard every 

time-barred claim. So they seek to slip unenforceable claims past the 

trustees. Defendants have no good-faith basis for these filings, which 

(again) is precisely why they throw in the towel the moment anyone ob-

jects. Defendants are playing the odds: they know the process will break 

down, and trustees will not catch every invalid claim. The fact that 

trustees (or attorneys) will catch Defendants in some cases does not 

change the abusive, deceptive, and unfair nature of their practice.12 

                                      

12 While it is true that debtors “initiated the Chapter 13 proceeding” 

and were not “embarrassingly haled into Court” (A44-A45), that hardly 

[Footnote continued on next page] 
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3. The best proof that bankruptcy’s “safeguards” are inadequate is 

Defendants’ own existence. If Defendants failed to deceive or exploit 

debtors, their entire scheme would disappear. Avalos, 531 B.R. at 756-

757. Defendants, again, have no legitimate basis for ever collecting on a 

knowingly time-barred debt; if the system functions properly, those 

claims will be uniformly rejected. Whatever theoretical value of bank-

ruptcy’s “safeguards,” they are imperfect in practice. Otherwise, De-

fendants would have no reason for filing defective claims, and Defend-

ants would stop imposing unnecessary costs on everyone else in the 

hope of wrongly collecting unenforceable debts. 

Defendants cannot avoid the FDCPA merely because their bad-

faith scheme does not always succeed. Defendants’ conduct would vio-

late the FDCPA in every other legal setting; there is no basis for refus-

ing to reach the same conclusion in the bankruptcy context. 

                                      

[Footnote continued from previous page] 

means that debtors invited bad-faith claims that unfairly consume their 

limited time and resources. 
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II. DEFENDANTS CANNOT MEET THEIR HEAVY BURDEN 

OF ESTABLISHING THAT THE BANKRUPTCY CODE 

IMPLIEDLY REPEALS THESE FDCPA CLAIMS 

Defendants have alternatively argued that the Bankruptcy Code 

precludes any viable claim under the FDCPA. According to Defendants, 

the Code grants creditors an absolute “right” to file proofs of claim, and 

the FDCPA (by prohibiting baseless claims) is strictly incompatible with 

that “right.” The district court in Robinson already rejected this theory 

(A19-A20), and it fails under governing circuit precedent. In the interest 

of advancing the litigation (especially in Owens and Birtchman, where 

the issue was left unaddressed), the Court should confirm that Defend-

ants’ alternative ground will not support the judgments below.13 

                                      

13 This Court has already rejected the sweeping theory (embraced by 

certain courts) that the FDCPA is precluded in its entirety in the bank-

ruptcy setting. Compare Randolph v. IMBS, Inc., 368 F.3d 726, 730-733 

(7th Cir. 2004) (“[t]he Bankruptcy Code of 1986 does not work an im-

plied repeal of the FDCPA”), and Simon v. FIA Card Servs., N.A., 732 

F.3d 259, 273-274 (3d Cir. 2013) (“follow[ing] the Seventh Circuit’s ap-

proach”), with Walls v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 276 F.3d 502, 510-511 

(9th Cir. 2002) (holding the FDCPA categorically “precluded”), and 

Simmons v. Roundup Funding LLC, 622 F.3d 93, 96 (2d Cir. 2010) 

(holding that the Code precluded an FDCPA claim over an “inflated” 

proof of claim). To prevail notwithstanding Randolph, Defendants must 

show a true “irreconcilable conflict” between the FDCPA and Defend-

[Footnote continued on next page] 
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“When two federal statutes address the same subject in different 

ways, the right question is whether one implicitly repeals the other 

* * * .” Randolph, 368 F.3d at 730. This standard is demanding, and 

Congress’s intent to displace one of its own laws must be “clear and 

manifest” (Morton, 417 U.S. at 551): “Courts should ‘not infer a statuto-

ry repeal unless the later statute expressly contradicts the original act 

or unless such a construction is absolutely necessary in order that the 

words of the later statute shall have any meaning at all.” Simon, 732 

F.3d at 274 (quoting Nat’l Ass’n of Home Builders v. Defenders of Wild-

life, 551 U.S. 644, 662 (2007)) (emphases added). 

There is no preclusion under this controlling standard. Congress 

did not textually foreclose the FDCPA in the bankruptcy context, and 

there is no serious (much less “irreconcilable”) conflict between the Code 

and the FDCPA. As this Court previously held, these statutory schemes 

can readily co-exist, and it is “easy to enforce each one.” Randolph, 368 

F.3d at 730. Defendants’ preclusion theory should be rejected. 

                                      

[Footnote continued from previous page] 

ants’ asserted right to file time-barred claims. Defendants flunk that 

showing. 
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A. There Is No Textual Support For Preclusion Because 

There Is No Clearly Expressed Statement Of Preclusion 

In Either Scheme 

There is no “clearly expressed legislative decision” that the Code 

replace the FDCPA in this context. Randolph, 368 F.3d at 730. No court 

examining this question—in any setting—has suggested that Congress 

textually displaced the FDCPA. Congress addressed proofs of claim and 

provided general contempt remedies in the Code. But Congress did not 

include any special or exclusive mechanism for handling patently inva-

lid claims, and it never declared the Code’s remedies the exclusive 

means for redressing unfair, misleading, or unlawful conduct. See Wag-

ner v. Ocwen Fed. Bank, No. 99-C-5404, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12463, 

at *3-*4 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 28, 2000). 

Nor is there any preclusive language in the FDCPA: Congress 

framed its open-ended prohibitions with broad language (e.g., forbidding 

“any” improper representations or means, 15 U.S.C. 1692e), and Con-

gress underscored the “inadequa[cy]” of “[e]xisting” remedies for curbing 

abusive practices (15 U.S.C. 1692(b)). That suggests the opposite intent 

of deferring to other schemes to regulate “debt collectors.” 
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Congress was well aware of the obvious connection between abu-

sive debt-collection and “personal bankruptcies.” 15 U.S.C. 1692(a). If it 

wished to set aside the FDCPA in this context, it would have said so. 

B. There Is No Conflict (“Irreconcilable” Or Otherwise) Be-

tween The FDCPA And The Code 

Defendants, like certain lower courts, contend that the Code and 

the FDCPA “irreconcilabl[y] conflict” in this setting: as they see it, the 

Code affirmatively “authorizes” debt collectors to pursue knowingly 

time-barred debts, while the FDCPA affirmatively “prohibits” the same 

practice. Johnson v. Midland Funding, LLC, 528 B.R. 462, 473 (S.D. 

Ala. 2015); see also B-Real, LLC v. Chaussee (In re Chaussee), 399 B.R. 

225, 236-237, 240 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 2008). Defendants say the FDCPA 

and the Code cannot coexist in that setting. Defendants are wrong. 

1. There is no preclusion because there is no “right” 

to file a time-barred proof of claim 

There is simply no “right” (under the Code or the FDCPA) to file a 

proof of claim fully aware that a debt is unenforceable. This eliminates 

any conceivable conflict: It is easy to comply with both statutes because 

the conduct at issue violates both statutes. Nothing compels (or even 

permits) an act under one scheme that violates the other. This is simply 

a matter of refusing to pursue claims that lack any conceivable good-
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faith basis. Because Defendants cannot establish a “right” under the 

Code to file baseless claims, their preclusion defense fails. 

a. First, Defendants’ asserted “right” is incompatible with the 

Code’s plain text. Again, a claim is a “right to payment” (11 U.S.C. 

101(5)(A)), and “a ‘right to payment’ is nothing more nor less than an 

enforceable obligation” (Davenport, 495 U.S. at 559 (emphasis added)). 

Only “enforceable” claims are authorized under 11 U.S.C. 101(5)(A) 

(NextWave, 537 U.S. at 303), and stale claims are not “enforceable” 

(Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1261; McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020; Huertas, 641 

F.3d at 32). Because Defendants have no “right to payment,” they have 

no “right” to file a proof of claim under Section 501(a). 

Second, any purported “right” to file stale claims is directly at 

odds with the trustee’s statutory duty to “object” to stale claims. See 11 

U.S.C. 704(a)(5), 1302(b)(1). No rational legislative body simultaneously 

grants an absolute “right” for one party to file a claim that another par-

ty has an absolute duty to reject. Bankruptcies are sufficiently busy 

without make-work. These time-barred claims will fail, by design, un-

less the trustee fails to discharge her legal obligations. That statutory 

design is incompatible with a purported “right” to file unenforceable 
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claims. See King v. Burwell, 135 S. Ct. 2480, 2496 (2015) (construing 

language in light of Congress’s “plan” in enacting the statute). 

Third, Defendants’ understanding is inconsistent with the routine 

award of sanctions for filing knowingly time-barred claims: “Where an 

attorney knows that a claim is time-barred and has no intention of 

seeking reversal of existing precedent, as here, he makes a claim 

groundless in law and is subject to Rule 11 sanctions.” Brubaker v. City 

of Richmond, 943 F.2d 1363, 1385 (4th Cir. 1991); see also, e.g., FDIC v. 

Calhoun, 34 F.3d 1291, 1299 (5th Cir. 1994); White v. GM Corp., 908 

F.2d 675, 682 (10th Cir. 1990). 

That describes Defendants’ conduct exactly. Defendants pur-

chased time-barred debts at pennies on the dollar precisely because 

they are unenforceable. The affirmative defense is “blindingly obvious”: 

“coming to the conclusion that the claims might be time-barred did not 

require either claimant to look beyond the information it already pos-

sessed.” Sekema, 523 B.R. at 654. Nor does it matter that “the statute of 

limitations is an affirmative defense which must be pled or waived” 

(Steinle v. Warren, 765 F.2d 95, 101 (7th Cir. 1985)): “Rule 11 does not 

permit a plaintiff to avoid sanctions merely because the opposing party 
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or the judge might not immediately recognize that the assertion is 

groundless.” Brubaker, 943 F.2d at 1385; Leeds Bldg. Prods. v. Moore-

Handley, Inc. (In re Leeds Bldg. Prods.), 181 B.R. 1006, 1010 (Bankr. 

N.D. Ga. 1995); see also In re Excello Press, Inc., 967 F.2d 1109, 1112-

1113 (7th Cir. 1992). 

Sanctions, in short, are “appropriate if any attorney knowingly 

file[s] suit on an undisputedly time-barred claim.” Goins v. JBC & As-

socs., P.C., 352 F. Supp. 2d 262, 272 (D. Conn. 2005). That proposition is 

impossible to square with an alleged “right” to file time-barred claims. 

The entire point of a sanction is that conduct is not merely prohibited, 

but sufficiently egregious to warrant punishment. There is no such 

thing as a “right” to engage in sanctionable conduct. See Feggins, 2015 

Bankr. LEXIS 2822, at *18; Smith v. Asset Acceptance, LLC, 510 B.R. 

225, 226 (S.D. Ind. 2013). 

Congress legislates against the backdrop of established principles 

like Rule 11 authority and inherent judicial power to sanction frivolous 

behavior. See Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc., 510 U.S. 517, 534 (1994). It fol-

lows that whatever “right” Congress conferred in the Code presumptive-

ly does not extend to frivolous filings. If Congress intended to create a 
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“right” for debt collectors to file time-barred claims (without any dis-

cernible justification), Congress surely would have done so with clearer 

language than this. 

b. Defendants’ practice is not even tolerated under the Code, but 

forbidden. This eliminates any plausible “conflict” between the Code 

and the FDCPA: a debt collector “can easily satisfy both mandates” 

(Dep’t of Transp. v. Pub. Citizen, 541 U.S. 752, 767 (2004)), because the 

challenged conduct is forbidden under both schemes. If Defendants 

simply refuse to file baseless claims, they will automatically comply 

with the FDCPA. Defendants’ assertion of a “‘positive repugnancy‘” is 

incorrect, and it should be rejected. Simon, 732 F.3d at 274; see also 

Randolph, 368 F.3d at 730; Brimmage v. Quantum3 Group LLC (In re 

Brimmage), 523 B.R. 134, 140 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2015). 

2. There is no preclusion even if there somehow is a 

“right” to file a time-barred proof of claim 

Even if there were a “right” to file knowingly time-barred claims, 

the Code and the FDCPA would still easily co-exist. Defendants’ contra-

ry view fundamentally misunderstands the implied-repeal analysis. 

A19-A20. 
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a. There is no “irreconcilable conflict” when one scheme allows 

what the other forbids; one must compel what the other forbids. The 

standard is one of impossibility. J.E.M., 534 U.S. at 142; Randolph, 368 

F.3d at 730. Defendants cannot find a single controlling case suggesting 

that a true “conflict” exists where one statute merely permits what an-

other disallows. Mere tension may be relevant in a preemption analysis, 

but not a preclusion analysis. See POM Wonderful LLC v. Coca-Cola 

Co., 134 S. Ct. 2228, 2236 (2014); Simon, 732 F.3d at 275-276; Ran-

dolph, 368 F.3d at 730-732; Feggins, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 2822, at *27-

*29. Each law operates within its proper sphere to regulate its targeted 

behavior. See POM Wonderful, 134 S. Ct. at 2239-2240; Conn. Nat’l 

Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 253 (1992). If Congress bans conduct 

under one law, a court cannot excuse it under another. J.E.M., 534 U.S. 

at 141-142. 

Here, the FDCPA works against the Code’s backdrop to regulate 

professional debt collectors. See Randolph, 368 F.3d at 730-731; Feg-

gins, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS, at *18-*19. Even if Defendants are somehow 

permitted to file time-barred claims, no one suggests Defendants are 
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compelled to file such claims.14 That ends the matter: the judiciary is 

not entitled to “pick and choose” between competing enactments when it 

is possible to enforce both. Morton, 417 U.S. at 551. It is easily possible 

to enforce both here: Once Defendants elect not to file a baseless claim, 

they will comply with both laws. See Conn. Nat’l Bank, 503 U.S. at 253; 

Reed, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 40457, at *13. The fact that debt collectors 

must forgo certain claims in Title 11 is a direct consequence of Con-

gress’s political judgment—it is a reason to enforce the FDCPA, not pre-

clude it. 

                                      

14 Indeed, by its own terms, the Code’s allowance is wholly permissive: 

“A creditor * * * may file a proof of claim.” 11 U.S.C. 501(a) (emphasis 

added). “Thus, it is within the creditor’s discretion whether or not to file 

the claim * * * .” Grandidier v. Quantum3 Group LLC, No. 1:14-cv-

00138, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 169279, at *4 (S.D. Ind. Dec. 8, 2014) 

(concluding that courts consequently can “apply both the Bankruptcy 

Code and the FDCPA”); see also Trevino, 2015 WL 3883180, at *14 (“If 

the Code required holders of a debt on which the statute of limitations 

had run to file proofs of claim, this might conflict with the FDCPA. 

* * * However, there is no such requirement.”). 
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III. A CONFIRMED CHAPTER 13 PLAN CANNOT BAR NON-

CORE, NON-BANKRUPTCY FDCPA CLAIMS TARGETING 

DEFENDANTS’ INDEPENDENT ACTIONABLE CONDUCT 

DURING THE BANKRUPTCY CASE 

Unlike Owens and Birtchman, Robinson alone was dismissed on 

claim preclusion. Invoking Covert v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 779 F.3d 242 

(4th Cir. 2015), the court held that a confirmed plan bars all issues that 

could have been brought in a bankruptcy case, and found that Robinson 

should have brought her FDCPA claim pre-confirmation as a non-core 

adversary proceeding. A23-A26. This analysis was flawed in multiple 

respects, and it should be reversed. 

A. Claim preclusion applies only where there is an “‘identity of the 

cause of action’” and a “‘final judgment on the merits.’” Matrix IV, Inc. v. 

Am. Nat’l Bank & Trust Co., 649 F.3d 539, 547 (7th Cir. 2011). There 

was neither here. 

1. There is no “transactional” identity simply because both claims 

implicate “the timeliness of the proof of claim.” A25. The appropriate 

inquiry asks “whether the claims comprise the same ‘core of operative 

facts.’” Matrix IV, 649 F.3d at 547. The “core” facts for the proof of claim 

involve the underlying credit transaction, asking whether the debt ex-

ists and the obligation is enforceable. The FDCPA claim, by contrast, 
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targets the independent decision to assert a knowingly time-barred 

claim. While it may require showing that a debt is time-barred, the en-

tire action is based on the abusive, deceptive, and misleading conduct 

separately arising years after the underlying transaction. See Adair v. 

Sherman, 230 F.3d 890, 895-896 (7th Cir. 2000) (“‘[T]he FDCPA is de-

signed to protect consumers from the unscrupulous antics of debt collec-

tors, irrespective of whether a valid debt actually exists.’”) (emphasis 

added). That narrow commonality is hardly sufficient to establish an 

“identity” between the two actions: “the circumstances giving rise to the 

original debt are separate and distinct from the collection activities.” 

Peterson v. United Accounts, Inc., 638 F.2d 1134, 1137 (8th Cir. 1981).15 

                                      

15 See also Serna v. Law Office of Joseph Onwuteaka, PC, No. 4:11-CV-

3034, 2014 WL 109402, at *7, *9 (S.D. Tex. Jan. 10, 2014) (a “debt col-

lection suit” and an “FDCPA suit” “do not arise out of the same transac-

tion or occurrence” despite the underlying debt’s “factual[] relevan[ce]” 

to both suits); Meyer v. Debt Recovery Solutions of Ohio, Inc., No. 1:10-

CV-363, 2010 WL 3515663, at *5 (N.D. Ohio Sept. 2, 2010) (“courts have 

determined that an action challenging debt collection practices arises 

from a different transaction or occurrence than an action regarding the 

validity of the debt”); Foster v. D.B.S. Collection Agency, 463 F. Supp.2d 

783, 797-798 (S.D. Ohio 2006) (same); Sparrow v. Mazda Am. Credit, 

385 F. Supp.2d 1063, 1068 (E.D. Cal. 2005) (same). 
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This understanding of “transactional” facts is consistent with or-

dinary practice and Congress’s intent. FDCPA claims are often prem-

ised on actions to enforce a debt in another legal forum. If claim preclu-

sion applies here, it would also apply in a multitude of cases where 

courts routinely entertain freestanding FDCPA claims, rather than in-

sist that those claims be asserted as counterclaims in the original fo-

rum. Contra Phillips, 736 F.3d at 1079. While many such cases do not 

squarely address the preclusion issue, it is telling that this traditional 

understanding has survived, without preclusion, for such an extended 

period. 

It is likewise clear that Congress did not embrace Defendants’ 

view of preclusion. Congress plainly understood that debt-collection ac-

tivity would give rise to independent claims. Otherwise, for example, 

debtors would be forced to remedy violations of 15 U.S.C. 1692i—

prohibiting debt-collector suits in inconvenient forums—by filing 

FDCPA counterclaims in those inconvenient forums. The wrongful activ-

ity itself gives rise to the operative facts, and that activity constitutes a 

separate “transaction” for claim-preclusion purposes. See Whitaker v. 

Ameritech Corp., 129 F.3d 952, 958 (7th Cir. 1997) (rejecting claim pre-
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clusion because “[d]ebt attachment and debt collection are matters sep-

arated by time and purpose”); Dexter v. Tran, 654 F. Supp.2d 1253, 

1261 (E.D. Wash. 2009). 

2. Nor was the confirmation order a “final judgment” as to these 

FDCPA claims. The confirmation order addresses a limited set of issues. 

Feggins II, 2015 WL 7424339, at *10. While it bars future litigation 

over all matters addressed in the plan, it does not bar litigation over 

separate matters: claim preclusion is “‘premised on the notion that the 

bankruptcy court has addressed in the confirmation plan and order only 

those issues that are properly within the scope of the confirmation hear-

ing’”—other issues “‘are not barred.’” Russo v. Seidler (In re Seidler), 44 

F.3d 945, 948 (11th Cir. 1995); see also In re Chappell, 984 F.2d 775, 

782 (7th Cir. 1993) (focusing on attacks “‘on the plan or any provision 

therein,’” not matters outside the plan). 

Plaintiffs’ FDCPA rights are not relevant to any factor bearing on 

plan confirmation. See Baldwin v. Citigroup, Inc. (In re Baldwin), 307 

B.R. 251, 261 (M.D. Ala. 2004) (“Facts related to the criteria [in 11 

U.S.C. 1322 and 1325] are the only facts that are of necessity at issue 

when a bankruptcy court confirms a Chapter 13 plan.”). Again, the 
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FDCPA targets separate wrongs committed during bankruptcy, and has 

nothing to do with the heart of Chapter 13. It accordingly follows that 

where, as here, “an issue must be raised through an adversary proceed-

ing it is not part of the confirmation process and, unless it is actually 

litigated, confirmation will not have a preclusive effect.’” Baldwin, 307 

B.R. at 261; see also Enewally v. Wash. Mutual Bank (In re Enewally), 

368 F.3d 1165, 1172-1173 (9th Cir. 2004); In re Beard, 112 B.R. 951, 

955-956 (Bankr. N.D. Ind. 1990). 

The district court’s reasoning further suffers from factual flaws. 

The plan was confirmed on May 19, which pre-dated Robinson’s objec-

tions to Defendants’ claims (on June 6) and the court’s disallowance of 

those claims (on July 7). Doc. 62-1 (entries 29, 30, 32). Although the 

proof of claim was filed pre-confirmation, it is hard to understand the 

confirmed plan as a “final judgment” for the FDCPA claim but not the 

proof of claim, which itself was adjudicated after plan confirmation.16 

                                      

16 Given Illinois’s extended limitations period when a creditor produces 

a written contract (see p. 10 & n.4, supra), Robinson could not confirm 

the viability of her FDCPA claim until her objection was sustained. 

Moreover, Robinson had no realistic opportunity for asserting the claim, 

because (unfortunately) she was unable to make required payments un-

[Footnote continued on next page] 
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B. This Court has likewise held that a “bankruptcy court’s resolu-

tion of a core claim will not have res judicata effect on a noncore claim 

that could have been brought, but wasn’t, under the court’s ‘related’ ju-

risdiction.” Matrix IV, 649 F.3d at 550 (describing Barnett v. Stern, 909 

F.2d 973 (7th Cir. 1990)). Although that rule implicates both inter- and 

intra-circuit conflicts, it is law of the circuit. Id. at 551. 

Nor is it obvious that Barnett was wrongly decided. FDCPA claims 

do not fall within a bankruptcy court’s core adjudicatory power. If par-

ties have a right to an Article III tribunal to resolve those claims (see 

Stern v. Marshall, 131 S. Ct. 2594, 2616-2620 (2011)), it is far from 

clear that bankruptcy courts can enter a binding confirmation order 

disposing of non-core claims, even if the Article III command only “stip-

ulate[s] which court has the authority to render the judgment” (Matrix 

IV, 649 F.3d at 551). Absent an affirmative waiver, the bankruptcy 

court would arguably lack “authority” when confirming a plan “to enter 

                                      

[Footnote continued from previous page] 

der her bankruptcy plan. On September 15, the trustee moved to dis-

miss her bankruptcy case, which the court granted on November 3 (Rob-

inson Doc. 62-1 (entries 33, 35))—well before the limitations period ex-

pired under the FDCPA. 15 U.S.C. 1692k(d). 
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a final order on their FDCPA claims because the claims are non-core 

and the Defendants had not consented to th[e] Court’s adjudication of 

them at that time.” Feggins II, 2015 WL 7424339, at *10. 

There are compelling reasons to avoid this serious constitutional 

question, and reaffirm that, for preclusion purposes, plan confirmation 

is not a “final judgment” for non-core adversary proceedings. 

C. A measured approach to claim preclusion is also consistent 

with the doctrine’s animating objectives: “to minimize ‘the expense and 

vexation attending multiple lawsuits, conserve[] judicial resources, and 

foster[] reliance on judicial action by minimizing the possibility of in-

consistent decisions.’” Matrix IV, 649 F.3d at 547. 

There is no advantage to filing these FDCPA claims as non-core 

adversary proceedings rather than freestanding lawsuits. An adversary 

proceeding is a case-within-a-case. It gets its own docket number and 

proceeds as independent litigation. It is odd to say a party (i) loses un-

der claim preclusion if it files a freestanding action, with its own docket 

number, in district court; but (ii) does not lose if it files a freestanding 

action, with its own docket number, in the bankruptcy case. There is no 

functional difference between an adversary proceeding and separate lit-
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igation. The district court’s mechanical rule does not materially promote 

any conservation of “judicial resources” or avoid real costs of “multiple 

lawsuits.” 

There is also no true danger of “inconsistent decisions.” Robinson 

objected to Defendants’ time-barred claim and it was disallowed. Her 

FDCPA claim addresses matters that are not addressed in the con-

firmed plan, and issue preclusion would bar any effort to establish 

rights under the FDCPA that conflict with the plan’s provisions. Matrix 

IV, 649 F.3d at 551-552; Adair, 230 F.3d at 894-896. That separate de-

fense avoids collateral attacks on the plan’s terms, and there is no rea-

son to expand claim preclusion beyond its natural bounds to accomplish 

the same objective. 

D. The district court followed Covert, but Covert is both distin-

guishable and incorrectly decided. 

1. Unlike here, Covert did not involve filing time-barred proofs of 

claim, but collecting debts without a valid state license—and the proofs 

of claim were allowed. 779 F.3d at 244-245. The plaintiff could not pre-

vail on her FDCPA claim without declaring the proofs of claim “invalid,” 

“directly contradict[ing] the bankruptcy court’s plan confirmation.” Id. 
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at 247. Worse still, the bankruptcies were initiated in 2008, and the 

FDCPA claims were not asserted until 2013—long after plan confirma-

tion and payments on “invalid” claims. Id. at 244-245. Because the 

claims were addressed in the plan, “all of Plaintiffs’ claims implicitly 

ask[ed] the district court to reconsider the provisions of the confirmed 

plans.” Id. at 247. Here, by contrast, nothing in Robinson’s suit contra-

dicts any provision of the confirmed plan. See Taylor, 2015 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 76007, at *8. 

2. Covert also committed a series of legal and logical errors. It re-

peatedly conflated issue and claim preclusion, which are analytically 

distinct. As one example, the panel cited this Court’s Adair decision—

involving issue, not claim, preclusion—at a critical step in the “res judi-

cata” analysis. 779 F.3d at 247. These concepts cannot be simply blend-

ed into a “general res judicata framework” to avoid “draw[ing] a sharp 

distinction” between two very different doctrines. Id. at 246. 

The panel also overlooked the limited scope of a Chapter 13 con-

firmation plan, while again overlooking the limited commonality of the 

operative facts between the claims. See, e.g., 779 F.3d at 246-248. And 

the panel further departed (id. at 249-250) from its own prior law in 
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Cen-Pen Corp. v. Hanson, 58 F.3d 89 (4th Cir. 1995), which had une-

quivocally held that “[i]f an issue must be raised through an adversary 

proceeding it is not part of the confirmation process and, unless it is ac-

tually litigated, confirmation will not have a preclusive effect.” 58 F.3d 

at 93. 

Finally, the panel’s policy concerns were misplaced: there is no 

overwhelming risk that debtors will “enrich themselves at the expense 

of their creditors” by withholding FDCPA claims “until after a plan has 

been confirmed.” 779 F.3d at 248-249. Some Chapter 13 plans vest the 

proceeds of any recovery directly with the estate, eliminating Covert’s 

concern entirely. Feggins II, 2015 WL 7424339, at *11. And even were 

the debtor to receive the funds, “any recovery Debtor receives from the 

FDCPA action could be a basis for increased plan payments.” Avalos, 

2015 Bankr. LEXIS 1969, at *5; see 11 U.S.C. 1329(a)(1) (permitting 

plan modifications to “increase or reduce the amount of payments on 

claims”). “Therefore, applying res judicata in this instance would actual-

ly frustrate the core purpose of equitable distribution to creditors, all 

while encouraging debt collectors * * * to continue gaming the system 
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by filing their meretricious claims at the expense of those same credi-

tors.” Feggins II, 2015 WL 7424339, at *11. 

CONCLUSION 

The judgments below should be reversed, and these cases should 

be remanded for further proceedings.  
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 
 

ALPHONSE DWANE OWENS, 
          Plaintiff, 
 

vs. 

 
LVNV FUNDING, LLC, 
          Defendant. 

 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 

 
 
 
No. 1:14-cv-02083-JMS-TAB 

ORDER 

Plaintiff Alphonse Dwane Owens brings this suit under the Fair Debt Collections Practices 

Act (“FDCPA”) against Defendant LVNV Funding, LLC (“LVNV”).  Mr. Owens filed for Chapter 

13 bankruptcy, and LVNV filed a proof of claim in his Chapter 13 proceeding regarding a time-

barred debt—that is, a debt for which the statute of limitations for collection had run.  Mr. Owens 

then filed this suit, alleging that LVNV violated the FDCPA by filing a proof of claim on a time-

barred debt.  Presently pending before the Court is LVNV’s Motion to Dismiss Mr. Owens’s 

FDCPA claims, [Filing No. 12], and LVNV’s Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Authority, 

[Filing No. 27].  For the reasons that follow, the Court GRANTS LVNV’s Motion to Dismiss, and 

DENIES LVNV’s Motion to Cite Supplemental Authority.1 

I. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure require that a complaint provide the defendant with 

“fair notice of what the . . . claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.’”  Erickson v. Pardus, 

                                                 

1 On this date the Court is issuing another opinion granting a motion to dismiss filed by LVNV in 
another case raising the same issue presented here.  See Birtchman v. LVNV Funding, LLC, No. 
1:14-cv-00713-JMS-TAB.  Because LVNV’s motions and supporting briefs in this case and 
Birtchman are essentially identical, and the Plaintiff in each case primarily relies on the same au-
thorities in support of his position, substantial portions of the Court’s two opinions are identical. 
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551 U.S. 89, 93 (2007) (quoting Bell Atlantic v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007)).  In reviewing 

the sufficiency of a complaint, the Court must accept all well-pled facts as true and draw all per-

missible inferences in favor of the plaintiff.  See Active Disposal Inc. v. City of Darien, 635 F.3d 

883, 886 (7th Cir. 2011).  A Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss asks whether the complaint “con-

tain[s] sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to ‘state a claim to relief that is plausible on its 

face.’”  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570).  The 

Court will not accept legal conclusions or conclusory allegations as sufficient to state a claim for 

relief.  See McCauley v. City of Chicago, 671 F.3d 611, 617 (7th Cir. 2011).  Factual allegations 

must plausibly state an entitlement to relief “to a degree that rises above the speculative level.”  

Munson v. Gaetz, 673 F.3d 630, 633 (7th Cir. 2012).  This plausibility determination is “a context-

specific task that requires the reviewing court to draw on its judicial experience and common 

sense.”  Id. 

II. 

BACKGROUND 

 
 The following background facts are drawn from the allegations in Mr. Owens’s Complaint 

and information found on the docket of Mr. Owens’s bankruptcy case.2 

 On June 18, 2014, Mr. Owens filed a Chapter 13 bankruptcy petition in the Bankruptcy 

Court for the Southern District of Indiana.  [See Filing No. 1 at 2; In re Owens, No. 14-05792-

JMC-13.]  In his petition, he listed LVNV as a creditor.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-13, 

Dkt. 1 at 18.]  LVNV filed a proof of claim with the Bankruptcy Court in the amount of $5,249.03.  

[Filing No. 1 at 2; In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-13, Claim 7-1.]  On the proof of claim, LVNV 

                                                 
2 In deciding a motion to dismiss, the Court can take “judicial notice of matters within the public 
record . . . without converting [it] into a motion for summary judgment.”  Adkins v. VIM Recycling, 
Inc., 644 F.3d 483, 493 (7th Cir. 2011). 
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stated, among other things, that the last payment on the debt and transaction on the account oc-

curred on December 3, 2007, and that the debt was charged off by the original creditor on July 31, 

2008.  [Filing No. 1 at 2; In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-13, Claim 7-1 at 4.]  The statute of 

limitations in Indiana for collecting delinquent debts is six years.  See Ind. Code § 34-11-2-9.   

 Mr. Owens was represented by counsel during his bankruptcy proceeding.  [In re Owens, 

No. 14-05792-JMC-1, Dkt. 1 at 2.] On February 16, 2015 – after the instant motion was filed –  

Mr. Owens filed an objection to LVNV’s proof of claim in his bankruptcy case on the ground that 

Indiana’s statute of limitations precludes enforcement of that debt obligation.  [In re Owens, No. 

14-05792-JMC-13, Dkt. 54 at 1.]  On March 17, 2015, the Bankruptcy Court sustained Mr. Ow-

ens’s objection.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-1, Dkt. 60 at 1.]   

III. 

DISCUSSION 

 
 The question presented by the parties in this Motion to Dismiss is one that this Court and 

federal courts across the country have recently addressed: can filing a proof of claim for a time-

barred debt in a bankruptcy proceeding violate the FDCPA?  The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals 

has not decided this question, but several district courts in the Seventh Circuit have reached dif-

ferent conclusions.  Given Mr. Owens’s allegations and the arguments presented by the parties, 

the Court concludes that LVNV’s filing of its proof of claim did not violate the FDCPA.  There-

fore, LVNV’s Motion to Dismiss must be granted.   

At the outset, the Court recognizes that it denied a motion to dismiss in a similar case: 

Elliott v. Cavalry Investments, LLC, 2015 WL 133745 (S.D. Ind. 2015).  In that case, however, the 

Court explicitly noted that it was not concluding that such a motion to dismiss could never be 

granted, but rather that the defendants’ motion “failed to raise or adequately address several issues 

which may impact the disposition of the case.”  Id. at *2.  LVNV, in this case, has adequately 
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presented those arguments to the Court, and they warrant the dismissal of Mr. Owens’s FDCPA 

claims. 

 LVNV presents two general arguments as to why Mr. Owens’s FDCPA claim should be 

dismissed.  First, LVNV argues that Mr. Owens lacks standing to pursue an FDCPA claim.  [Filing 

No. 13 at 3.]  Second, LVNV maintains that Mr. Owens’s allegations fail to establish an FDCPA 

violation.  [Filing No. 13 at 5.]  The Court addresses each contention in turn. 

 A. Mr. Owens Has Standing to Bring an FDCPA Claim Against LVNV 

 LVNV argues that Mr. Owens cannot establish the injury in fact necessary to have standing 

because, even if its proof of claim is accepted by the Bankruptcy Court, the amount Mr. Owens 

owes per month would not change, and thus the proof of claim will not injure him in any way.  

[Filing No. 13 at 4.]  Mr. Owens responds that he need not prove actual damages because he is 

entitled to statutory damages for LVNV’s violation of the FDCPA.  [Filing No. 15 at 12.]  LVNV 

does not directly respond to this argument in its reply brief. 

Mr. Owens must establish that he has standing to bring an FDCPA claim against LVNV, 

which requires him to show: “(1) an injury in fact, (2) an injury that is fairly . . . trace[able] to the 

challenged action of the defendant, and not . . . th[e] result [of] the independent action of some 

third party not before the court, and (3) an injury that is likely . . . [to] be redressed by a favorable 

decision.”  Johnson v. Merrill Lynch, Piece, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 719 F.3d 601, 606 (7th Cir. 

2013) (citation and quotation marks omitted).  “Absent different indications from statutory text, 

only a person within a statutory provision’s ‘zone of interest’ has standing to sue under it.”  Todd 

v. Collecto, Inc., 731 F.3d 734, 736 (7th Cir. 2013). 

LVNV is incorrect that Mr. Owens cannot establish injury in fact.  First, contrary to 

LVNV’s position, it is clear that plaintiffs can pursue an FDCPA claim even if they suffer no actual 
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injury as a result of the alleged statutory violation.  See 15 U.S.C. § 1692k(a)(2)(A); Phillips v. 

Asset Acceptance, LLC, 736 F.3d 1076, 1083 (7th Cir. 2013) (“Proof of injury is not required when 

the only damages sought are statutory.”).  Second, Mr. Owens states that the allegedly misleading 

proof of claim caused him actual damages.  [Filing No. 1 at 3.]  Because the FDCPA states that 

“[a] debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading representation or means in 

connection with the collection of any debt,” 15 U.S.C. § 1692e, and Mr. Owens has alleged that 

LVNV did so with respect to him, he falls within the “zone of interest” of the FDCPA subsections 

he invokes, Todd, 731 F.3d at 736.  Accordingly, for either of these reasons, Mr. Owens has stand-

ing to pursue his FDCPA claims against LVNV.  See Donaldson v. LVNV Funding, LLC, --- 

F.Supp.3d ----, 2015 WL 1539607, *2 (S.D. Ind. 2015) (holding that a plaintiff engaged in a Chap-

ter 13 proceeding had standing to bring an FDCPA claim against a creditor who filed a proof of 

claim regarding a time-barred debt). 

 B. LVNV’s Filing of a Truthful Proof of Claim Did Not Violate the FDCPA 

 1. The Parties’ Arguments 

LVNV presents several arguments as to why Mr. Owens’s FDCPA claims must be dis-

missed: (1) the fact that LVNV filed a proof of claim in Mr. Owens’s Chapter 13 proceeding 

distinguishes this case from those such as Phillips where the Seventh Circuit held that filing a state 

court suit regarding a time-barred debt violated the FDCPA, [Filing No. 13 at 5-7]; (2) nothing 

about LVNV’s proof of claim was deceptive or misleading, especially to a competent attorney, 

[Filing No. 13 at 7-8]; (3) filing a proof of claim does not constitute “debt collection” under the 

FDCPA, [Filing No. 13 at 8-11]; (4) Randolph v. IMBS, Inc., 368 F.3d 726, 728 (7th Cir. 2004), 

does not support Mr. Owens’s claims, [Filing No. 13 at 11-12]; (5) if proofs of claim could violate 

the FDCPA, this would undermine the primacy of the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction, [Filing No. 
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13 at 12-16]; (6) the Bankruptcy Code alone is sufficient to protect Mr. Owens from improper 

proofs of claim, [Filing No. 13 at 16-19]; and (7) the proof of claim was proper because the debt 

remained valid, even if time-barred, [Filing No. 13 at 20]. 

Mr. Owens responds by explaining how, in his view, filing a proof of claim on a time-

barred debt violates the FDCPA.  [Filing No. 15 at 3-11.]  Specifically, Mr. Owens points out that 

Phillips established that filing a state court suit to collect a time-barred debt violates the FDCPA, 

and that Randolph made clear that both the FDCPA and Bankruptcy Code can coexist.  [Filing No. 

15 at 3-7.]  “It therefore follows,” says Mr. Owens, “that the filing of a proof of claim in a bank-

ruptcy case, in an attempt to collect a time-barred debt, can result in violations of the FDCPA.”  

[Filing No. 15 at 7 (citing Crawford v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 758 F.3d 1254 (11th Cir. 2014)).]  

After explaining his view of the case, Mr. Owens responds to LVNV’s arguments outlined above.  

[Filing No. 15 at 13-18.] 

LVNV replies that Mr. Owens relies on non-bankruptcy cases that are distinguishable from 

this case.  [Filing No. 16 at 3-5.]  Further, LVNV contends that Crawford is an outlier, and recent 

District Court and Bankruptcy Court decisions have not followed Crawford.  [Filing No. 16 at 2-

6.] 

 2. The Relevant Legal Authorities 

The purpose of the FDCPA is “to eliminate abusive debt collection practices by debt col-

lectors.”  15 U.S.C. § 1692(e); see Mace v. Van Ru Credit Corp., 109 F.3d 338, 343 (7th Cir. 1997) 

(“[The FDCPA] was designed to protect against the abusive debt collection practices likely to 

disrupt a debtor’s life.”).  Section 1692e provides that “[a] debt collector may not use any false, 

deceptive, or misleading representation or means in connection with the collection of any debt.”  

15 U.S.C. § 1692e.  The FDCPA sets forth non-exhaustive examples of conduct that violates this 
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prohibition, such as “[t]he false representation of the character, amount, or legal status of any 

debt,” id. § 1692e(2)(A), and “[t]he use of any false representation or deceptive means to collect 

or attempt to collect any debt,” id. § 1692e(10).  Further, the FDCPA forbids a debt collector from 

“us[ing] unfair or unconscionable means to collect or attempt to collect any debt.”  15 U.S.C. 

§ 1692f.  Mr. Owens invokes both § 1692e and § 1692f in his Complaint.  [Filing No. 1 at 3-6.]  

“The courts have ruled that the [FDCPA] is intended for the protection of unsophisticated 

consumers . . . , so that in deciding whether for example a representation made in a dunning letter 

is misleading the court asks whether a person of modest education and limited commercial savvy 

would be likely to be deceived.”  Evory v. RJM Acquisitions Funding L.L.C., 505 F.3d 769, 774 

(7th Cir. 2007).  However, communications to a consumer’s lawyer are judged by a different stand-

ard: a communication “that would be unlikely to deceive a competent lawyer . . . [is] not . . . 

actionable.”  Id. 

The Seventh Circuit has not addressed the specific issue raised in this case, and the parties 

dispute the relevance of the Seventh Circuit’s decisions in Phillips and Randolph.  In Phillips, the 

Seventh Circuit held that the initiation of a state-court action to collect a time-barred debt violates 

§§ 1692e, 1692f of the FDCPA.  See 736 F.3d at 1079.  In so holding, the Seventh Circuit quoted 

an Alabama district court’s discussion of the policy behind finding such a violation as follows: 

“As with any defendant sued on a stale claim, the passage of time not only dulls the 
consumer’s memory of the circumstances and validity of the debt, but heightens the 
probability that she will no longer have personal records detailing the status of the 
debt.  Indeed, the unfairness of such conduct is particularly clear in the consumer 
context where courts have imposed a heightened standard of care—that sufficient 
to protect the least sophisticated consumer.  Because few unsophisticated consum-
ers would be aware that a statute of limitations could be used to defend against 
lawsuits based on stale debts, such consumers would unwittingly acquiesce to such 
lawsuits.  And, even if the consumer realizes that she can use time as a defense, she 
will more than likely still give in rather than fight the lawsuit because she must still 
expend energy and resources and subject herself to the embarrassment of going into 
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court to present the defense; this is particularly true in light of the costs of attorneys 
today.” 

 
Id. (quoting Kimber v. Federal Financial Corp., 668 F. Supp. 1480, 1487 (M.D. Ala. 1987)). 
 

The Seventh Circuit later explained its holding in Phillips by noting that the FDCPA “spe-

cifically prohibits the false representation of the character or legal status of any debt,” see 

McMahon v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 744 F.3d 1010, 1020 (7th Cir. 2014) (citing 15 U.S.C. § 

1692e(2)(A)), and this prohibition is violated when a debt collector “misleads an unsophisticated 

consumer to believe a time-barred debt is legally enforceable,” id.  However, the Seventh Circuit 

clarified that it  

did not hold that it is automatically improper for a debt collector to seek re-payment 
of time-barred debts; some people might consider full debt re-payment a moral ob-
ligation, even though the legal remedy for the debt has been extinguished.  But, as 
we held in Phillips, . . . if the debt collector uses language in its dunning letter that 
would mislead an unsophisticated consumer into believing that the debt is legally 
enforceable, regardless of whether the letter actually threatens litigation . . . , the 
collector has violated the FDCPA. 

 
Id.   

Although the Seventh Circuit has not directly addressed the issue in the instant case, the 

Eleventh Circuit recently did in Crawford.  The Eleventh Circuit, applying the unsophisticated-

consumer standard, relied heavily on the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Phillips to reason that if it 

violates the FDCPA to file a state-court action to collect a time-barred debt, it equally violates the 

FDCPA to file a proof of claim in a bankruptcy proceeding regarding a time-barred debt.  See 

Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1259-61.  The Eleventh Circuit reasoned that, “[s]imilar to the filing of a 

stale lawsuit, a debt collector’s filing of a time-barred proof of claim creates the misleading im-

pression to the debtor that the debt collector can legally enforce the debt.  The ‘least sophisticated’ 

Chapter 13 debtor may be unaware that a claim is time barred and unenforceable and thus fail to 

object to such a claim.”  Id. at 1261.  Notably, the Chief Judge of this District recently found 
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Crawford persuasive in holding that “the FDCPA can apply to time-barred proofs of claim.”  Pat-

rick v. Pyod, LLC, 39 F.Supp.3d 1032, 1036 (S.D. Ind. 2014) (“By filing a proof of claim, the 

creditor creates the misleading impression to the debtor that the debt collector can legally enforce 

the debt.  The least sophisticated consumer would be unaware that such a claim is time-barred and 

thus unenforceable.”); see also Smith v. Asset Acceptance, LLC, 510 B.R. 225, 226-27 (S.D. Ind. 

2013) (reaching the same conclusion).  However, another Judge in this District has reached the 

opposite result, as have other judges in the Seventh Circuit.  See Donaldson v. LVNV Funding, 

LLC, --- F.Supp.3d ----, 2015 WL 1539607 (S.D. Ind. 2015); Robinson v. eCast Settlement Corp., 

2015 WL 494626 (N.D. Ill. 2015); In re LeGrone, 525 B.R. 419 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2015). 

 3. Analysis 

The Court ultimately concludes that Mr. Owens has failed to state a viable FDCPA claim.  

Although LVNV proposes several routes to reach this conclusion, the Court address only the one 

it finds most compelling—namely, that there is nothing deceptive, misleading, or unfair about 

LVNV’s proof of claim filed in Mr. Owens’s Chapter 13 proceeding.  The Court’s analysis begins 

by explaining why this is so.  Next, the Court discusses why Phillips is distinguishable from this 

case and thus does not mandate a contrary result. 

To succeed on his FDCPA claims, Mr. Owens must prove that LVNV’s proof of claim was 

“false, deceptive, or misleading,” 15 U.S.C. § 1692e, or “unfair or unconscionable,” 15 U.S.C. 

§ 1692f.  But Mr. Owens fails to explain with any specificity what about LVNV’s filing of a proof 

of claim was so.  The Court’s review of LVNV’s conduct reveals that nothing about the act of 

filing a proof of claim or the substance of the proof of claim is misleading or unfair.  First, the 

Bankruptcy Code itself contemplates the filing of a proof of claim.  See 11 U.S.C. § 501(a) (“A 

creditor . . . may file a proof of claim.”).  The Bankruptcy Code implicitly recognizes that proofs 
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of claim regarding time-barred debts may be filed by providing debtors with an affirmative defense 

to such claims.  See 11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(1) (stating that a debtor can object to a claim if “such claim 

is unenforceable against the debtor . . . under . . . applicable law”).  Indeed, Mr. Owens himself 

listed LVNV as a creditor in his Chapter 13 petition.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-13, Dkt. 

1 at 18.]  Thus, there is nothing inherently deceptive or unfair about LVNV’s mere act of filing a 

proof of claim, as such an act is contemplated by the Bankruptcy Code, and Mr. Owens knew 

before the proof of claim was filed that LVNV was a creditor and may file a claim. 

As to the substance of the proof of claim, Mr. Owens fails to point to any particular repre-

sentations on the claim that are misleading.  It is difficult to see how he could unless LVNV simply 

provided him with incorrect information, as the proof of claim is simply the standard bankruptcy 

claim form with several of the blanks filled in by LVNV.  [See In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-

13, Claim 7-1 at 1-4.]  In fact, on the claim form LVNV specifically provided Mr. Owens with, 

among other things, the amount owed, the charged off date, the last transaction date, and the last 

payment date, none of which Mr. Owens alleges were false.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-

13, Claim 7-1 at 4.]  Thus, not only is the proof of claim not misleading, but it clearly states 

information that can be used to determine if the debt is time barred.  As explained in In re LaGrone:  

Under Bankruptcy Rule 3001(c)(3), a claim for credit card debt . . . must list the 
creditor who held the debt at the time of the account holder’s last transaction, the 
date of the last transaction, the date of the last payment, and the date the account 
was charged to profit or loss. As explained in the Advisory Committee Notes to the 
2012 Amendments, these required disclosures were designed to “provide a basis 
for assessing the timeliness of the claim.” [Therefore,] . . . a debtor in bankruptcy 
should always have the information needed to determine whether the statute of lim-
itations for a claim has expired. 

 
525 B.R. at 427; see also Robinson, 2015 WL 494626, at *3 (holding that a proof of claim regard-

ing a time-barred debt that “truthfully represented the date of last activity, and provided all other 
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information required by Bankruptcy Rules” did not violate the FDCPA because it “does not pur-

port to be anything other than a claim subject to dispute in the bankruptcy case—it is not deceptive, 

false, or misleading”).  Therefore, not only was LVNV’s proof of claim not deceptive, it provided 

Mr. Owens and his attorney with the information necessary to determine whether his debt was 

time-barred, which precludes the proof of claim from being unfair or deceptive in violation of the 

FDCPA.3  See Donaldson, 2015 WL 1539607, at * 5 (“A factual, true statement about the existence 

of a debt and the amount . . . is neither false nor deceptive.”); Robinson, 2015 WL 494626, at *3 

(“[A] proof of claim . . . is a neutral statement that a debt existed at a certain time and is now 

owned by the claimant.”). 

 Instead of describing with specificity how the FDCPA was violated in this case, Mr. Owens 

asks the Court to conclude that any proof of claim filed regarding a time-barred debt is inherently 

misleading or unfair. [Filing No. 15 at 7.]  This, says Mr. Owens, is the logical extension of the 

Seventh Circuit’s holding in Phillips that any state court action to collect a time-barred debt vio-

lates §§ 1692e, 1692f.4  [Filing No. 15 at 7.]   

                                                 
3 LVNV’s representation that Mr. Owens is indebted to it does not itself violate the FDCPA, as 
time-barred debts still exist, even if they are unenforceable under state law.  See Martin v. Brown, 
716 N.E.2d 1030, 1034 (Ind. App. 1999) (“[A] debt that is barred by the statute of limitations is 
not extinguished; it is simply unenforceable at law.”) (citation and quotation marks omitted); see 

also McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020 (noting that it is not “automatically improper for a debt collector 
to seek re-payment of time-barred debts[ because] some people might consider full debt re-pay-
ment a moral obligation, even though the legal remedy for the debt has been extinguished”).  The 
Bankruptcy Code itself contemplates that a debtor may object to such unenforceable proofs of 
claim, 11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(1), but just as is the case in state court, this objection must be raised or 
the proof of claim will be “deemed allowed,” 11 U.S.C. § 502(a); see Weist v. Dawn, 2 N.E.3d 65, 
69 (Ind. App. 2014) (“[S]tatutes of limitations are affirmative defenses that must be pled and 
proven and can be waived.”); see also Dupuy v. McEwen, 495 F.3d 807, 810 (7th Cir. 2007) 
(“[T]he statute of limitations is just another affirmative defense, which the parties can waive.”). 
 
4 In addition to Phillips, Mr. Owens relies on Randolph v. IMBS, Inc., 368 F.3d 726 (7th Cir. 2004).  
But Randolph has little direct impact on the issue raised in this case, as Randolph stands for the 
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The first difficulty with Mr. Owens’s position and his reliance on Phillips is that the Sev-

enth Circuit has made clear after Phillips that they have “not h[e]ld that it is automatically improper 

for a debt collector to seek re-payment of time-barred debts.”  McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020.  In-

stead, a violation of the FDCPA exists only if a debt collector uses language “that would mislead 

an unsophisticated consumer into believing that the debt is legally enforceable.”  Id.  As discussed 

above, Mr. Owens does not point to any particular portion of, or language in, LVNV’s proof of 

claim that is misleading, and the Court’s examination of the proof of claim reveals none. 

Second, the holding in Phillips was driven by concerns about debt collectors filing state 

court collection actions against unrepresented debtors that simply do not apply in the Chapter 13 

context, and especially not here given the facts presented in this case.  As detailed above, the 

Seventh Circuit in Phillips concluded that filing a state court action to collect a time-barred debt 

violated the FDCPA for two primary reasons: (1) a consumer might not be aware that the statute 

of limitations is a defense, nor might they have the memory or other evidence necessary to mount 

such a defense; and (2) “even if the consumer realizes that she can use time as a defense, she will 

                                                 
proposition that both the Bankruptcy Code and the FDCPA can be enforced; the Bankruptcy Code 
and the FDCPA are “overlapping and not entirely congruent remedies systems” that can “coexist,” 
therefore “any debt collector can comply with both simultaneously.”  Randolph, 368 F.3d at 730-
31; see Patrick, 2014 WL 4100414, at *2 (noting that “Randolph recognized that the FDCPA and 
the Bankruptcy Code overlap in their coverage of certain activities, but that overlap does not pre-
clude the application of either statute”).  As explained by another District Court, Randolph does 
not bear on the issue presented in this case because “the question is not whether the FDCPA and 
the Bankruptcy Code can co-exist in a vacuum; rather, the question is whether filing a proof of 
claim on a prescribed debt . . . can potentially constitute a violation of the FDCPA.”  B-Real, LLC 

v. Rogers, 405 B.R. 428, 431-32 (M.D. La. 2009); see also Johnson v. Midland Funding, LLC, --- 
B.R. ----, 2015 WL 1345431, *6 (S.D. Ala. 2015) (concluding that Randolph is inapplicable to an 
FDCPA claim regarding a proof of claim on a time-barred debt because “[t]he plaintiff is not 
urging that the defendant ‘comply’ with both the [FDCPA] and the [Bankruptcy] Code, she is 
insisting that the defendant comply with the [FDCPA] by surrendering its right under the [Bank-
ruptcy] Code to file a proof of claim on a time-barred debt”).  Therefore, Randolph does not affect 
the Court’s analysis of Mr. Owens’s FDCPA claim. 
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more than likely still give in rather than fight the lawsuit because she must still expend energy and 

resources and subject herself to the embarrassment of going into court to present the defense; this 

is particularly true in light of the costs of attorneys today.”  736 F.3d at 1079 (citation and quotation 

marks omitted). 

Mr. Owens highlights the fact that the Eleventh Circuit in Crawford found that the first 

reason set forth in Phillips is equally “true in the bankruptcy context.”  Crawford, 758 F.3d at 

1260.  But the Court disagrees with Crawford on this point.  Unlike when an unrepresented con-

sumer receives a state court complaint, Mr. Owens was represented by counsel from the outset of 

his Chapter 13 proceeding.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-1, Dkt. 1 at 2.]  Thus, the proof of 

claim should not be judged from the standpoint of an unsophiscated consumer, but of a competent 

lawyer.  See Evory, 505 F.3d at 774.  A competent lawyer would undoubtedly be aware of the 

statute of limitations defense that is common in most areas of law and permitted by the Bankruptcy 

Code.  See Donaldson, 2015 WL 1539607, at *5 (holding that an FDCPA claim regarding a proof 

of claim as to a time-barred debt should be judged by the competent attorney standard set out in 

Evory, and that “a representation in a proof of claim on a stale debt is unlikely to deceive a com-

petent lawyer—the debt both could be disallowed and discharged using the procedure for objecting 

to claims”); see also In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 427; Robinson, 2015 WL 494626, at *2.  In fact, 

Mr. Owens’s lawyer was aware of this defense because he relied on it in objecting to LVNV’s 

proof of claim.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-13, Dkt. 54 at 1.] 

Even if Mr. Owens were not represented by counsel, the trustee that is appointed in each 

Chapter 13 proceeding, see 11 U.S.C. § 1302(a), has a statutory obligation to object to improper 

claims, such as those that are time barred, 11 U.S.C. § 704(a)(5) (“The trustee shall . . . if a purpose 
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would be served, examine proofs of claims and object to the allowance of any claim that is im-

proper.”); see In re CMGT, Inc., 458 B.R. 473, 489 (N.D. Ill. 2011) (“Under 11 U.S.C. § 704(a)(5), 

a trustee’s duties include examining proofs of claim and objecting to the allowance of any claim 

that is improper.”).    Therefore, either because Mr. Owens was represented by counsel, or because 

the trustee has an obligation to object to time-barred claims on Mr. Owens’s behalf, the concern 

in Phillips that an unrepresented consumer may be unaware of the statute of limitations defense to 

a collection action is not present in the Chapter 13 context.  See In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 426 

(“[I]n collection lawsuits, the debtors themselves must assert the statute of limitations in an answer.  

Debtors in bankruptcy cases, on the other hand, have the benefit of a trustee with a fiduciary duty 

to all parties to examine proofs of claims and object to the allowance of any claim that is im-

proper.”) (citation and quotation marks omitted). 

Not only would the availability of the limitations defense become known to Mr. Owens 

through his attorney or the trustee, but, unlike in Phillips, there is also no concern that Mr. Owens 

would not have the evidence necessary to prove the defense applied.  This is because, as stated 

above, the proof of claim form submitted by LVNV provided the debt’s last payment date, last 

transaction date, and charge off date.  [See In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-13, Claim 7-1 at 4.]  

Thus, “unlike the consumer who has only the information required in a state court complaint [at 

issue in Phillips], a debtor in bankruptcy should always have the information needed to determine 

whether the statute of limitations for a claim has expired.”  In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 427. 

 The second main concern expressed in Phillips—that a consumer will likely give in rather 

than expend his resources fighting the suit and subjecting himself to the embarrassment of a suit—

is also inapplicable in the Chapter 13 context.  First, Mr. Owens himself initiated the Chapter 13 

proceeding.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-13, Dkt. 1.]  Thus this case presents the opposite 
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scenario presented in Phillips: Mr. Owens subjected himself to a legal proceeding; he was not 

embarrassingly haled into Court by a debt collector.  Second, when sued by a debt collector in 

state court, a consumer debtor would almost certainly have to retain and pay a lawyer to defend 

him.  See In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 427.  But here, Mr. Owens was represented by counsel from 

the outset of, and throughout, his Chapter 13 proceeding.  [In re Owens, No. 14-05792-JMC-1, 

Dkt. 1 at 2.]  Thus Mr. Owens was already incurring the expense of an attorney when LVNV filed 

its proof of claim, and the expense for the additional legal work required to object to that claim 

was minimal, as it required the filing of a straightforward one-page objection.  [See In re Owens, 

No. 14-05792-JMC-13, Dkt. 54 at 1.]  Third, as discussed above, even if Mr. Owens was unrepre-

sented, the trustee has a statutory obligation to object to improper claims such as those barred by 

the statute of limitations.  See 11 U.S.C. § 704(a)(5); In re CMGT, Inc., 458 B.R. at 489.  Therefore, 

an unrepresented debtor should be protected from proofs of claim regarding time-barred debt with-

out having to pay an attorney.  For these reasons, the second concern expressed in Phillips is in-

applicable, or at least not nearly as compelling, in the Chapter 13 context.  See In re LaGrone, 525 

B.R. at 427 (distinguishing Phillips because it is “easier” and “less embarrassing” for a Chapter 

13 debtor to object to a proof of claim than to “deal with an untimely collection lawsuit” and 

because “[d]ebtors in bankruptcy, by contrast [to those facing a collection lawsuit], are likely from 

the outset of the case to be represented by an attorney who can both advise them about the existence 

of a statute of limitations defense and file an objection if the trustee does not”).  Because the 

rationale in Phillips simply does not apply in the bankruptcy context, there is no reason to extend 

its holding to this case. 

  In sum, under the facts presented in this case, there is nothing deceptive, misleading, or 

unfair about LVNV’s filing of a proof of claim on a time-barred debt in Mr. Owens’s Chapter 13 
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proceeding.  Mr. Owens’s reliance on Phillips in support of the contrary conclusion is unpersua-

sive.  Accordingly, Mr. Owens has not stated a viable FDCPA claim. 

IV. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons explained, LVNV’s Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED, [Filing No. 12], and 

its Motion for Leave to Cite Supplemental Authority is DENIED, [Filing No. 27].  Final Judgment 

will issue accordingly. 

Distribution via ECF to all counsel of record 

Date:  April 21, 2015     _______________________________
    

         Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge
         United States District Court
         Southern District of Indiana
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 

ALPHONSE DWANE OWENS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

LVNV FUNDING, LLC, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

      No. 1:14-cv-02083-JMS-TAB 

FINAL JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO FED. R. CIV. PRO. 58 

Consistent with the Court’s Order entered this date, the Court now enters FINAL 

JUDGMENT in this matter in favor of Defendant such that Plaintiff shall take nothing by way of 

his Complaint. 

Date:  April 21, 2015 
    _______________________________
    

         Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge
         United States District Court
         Southern District of Indiana

Distribution via ECF to all counsel of record 

      Laura A. Briggs, Clerk

      BY: ______________________________

                 Deputy Clerk, U.S. District Court
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

 

TIA ROBINSON, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

v. 

 

ECAST SETTLEMENT CORPORATION and 

BECKET & LEE, LLP, 

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

No. 14 CV 8277 

 

Judge Manish S. Shah 

 

 

 

ORDER 

 

Defendants’ motions to dismiss, [22] and [25], are granted. The complaint is 

dismissed without prejudice, and a status hearing is set for 2/12/15 at 9:30 a.m. 

 

STATEMENT 

 

The complaint alleges that defendants violated the Fair Debt Collection 

Practices Act when they filed a time-barred proof of claim in plaintiff’s Chapter 13 

bankruptcy case. A claim is a right to payment, whether or not that right is disputed, 

see 11 U.S.C. § 101(5), and creditors file proofs of claim in order to be included in the 

debtor’s payment plan. The default rule is that a claim is allowed (and incorporated 

into the plan) unless there is an objection. 11 U.S.C. § 502(a). A claim will not be 

allowed if there is an objection and the court determines that the claim is 

unenforceable under applicable law. 11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(1). 

 

In 2007, the plaintiff failed to pay a credit card debt in the amount of $598.98; 

she filed for bankruptcy in 2014. The limitations period for collecting delinquent 

credit card debt is five years. 735 ILCS 5/13-205. Therefore, by the time of plaintiff’s 

bankruptcy, this credit card debt was unenforceable. The defendants went ahead and 

filed a proof of claim anyway.1 The proof of claim noted, as required, that the last 

activity on the credit card occurred in October 2007. [1] at Exhibit B. Plaintiff 

objected because the claim was invalid on its face as it was outside the statute of 

limitations. [1] at Exhibit C. The bankruptcy court disallowed the claim. [1] at 

Exhibit D. 

                                                 
1 eCast Settlement is alleged to be a bad-debt buyer that buys up portfolios of delinquent 

consumer debts; it then seeks to collect on those debts. Becket & Lee is a law firm and was 

the “attorney/agent” for eCast Settlement that filed the proof of claim in plaintiff’s 

bankruptcy. 
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The FDCPA prohibits a debt collector from using false, deceptive, or 

misleading representations or means in connection with the collection of any debt. 15 

U.S.C. § 1692e. Plaintiff’s theory in this case is that the filing of a time-barred proof 

of claim in bankruptcy is, like filing a time-barred collection lawsuit, prohibited by 

the act.2 Defendants argue that the analogy to time-barred lawsuits is inapt, and 

that their use of the bankruptcy code’s procedures (particularly in light of the 

corresponding protections given to the debtor) falls outside the FDCPA’s 

prohibitions. In addition, defendants argue that collateral estoppel bars plaintiff’s 

claim in this case because the bankruptcy court has finally adjudicated whether the 

debt is enforceable.    

 

Filing a lawsuit to collect a debt after the statute of limitations has run 

violates the act. Phillips v. Asset Acceptance, LLC, 736 F.3d 1076, 1079 (7th Cir. 

2013). The court of appeals for the Eleventh Circuit applied this principle to a 

time-barred bankruptcy claim, and said that such a claim creates a misleading 

impression that the debt collector can legally enforce the debt. Crawford v. LVNV 

Funding, LLC, 758 F.3d 1254, 1261 (11th Cir. 2014). Other courts have also held that 

an FDCPA claim predicated on a time-barred proof of claim in bankruptcy could 

proceed past the pleadings. E.g., Elliott v. Cavalry Investments, LLC, 2015 WL 

133745 (S.D. Ill. Jan. 9, 2015); In re Brimmage, 2015 WL 150244 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 

Jan. 9, 2015). But judges are not all of one mind on this issue. Some courts hold that 

an FDCPA complaint cannot be predicated on a proof of claim filed in bankruptcy. 

E.g., B-Real, LLC v. Rogers, 405 B.R. 428 (M.D. La. 2009); In re LaGrone, 2015 WL 

273373 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. Jan. 21, 2015); Simmons v. Roundup Funding, LLC, 622 

F.3d 93 (2d Cir. 2010).  

 

The existence of the proof-of-claim process and the remedies for erroneous 

claims in bankruptcy proceedings is not, by itself, a reason to exclude proofs of claim 

from coverage under the FDCPA. In Randolph v. IMBS, Inc., 368 F.3d 726, 731 (7th 

Cir. 2004), the court made clear that if people can comply with both the Bankruptcy 

                                                 
2 The complaint specifically cites 15 U.S.C. § 1692e(5), the prohibition on threatening to take 

a legal action that cannot be taken. Whether or not filing a time-barred proof of claim falls 

under that specific prohibition (as opposed to the prohibition on falsely characterizing the 

character or legal status of a debt, § 1692e(2)(A), or on the use of any false representation or 

deceptive means to attempt to collect a debt or obtain information concerning a consumer, 

§ 1692e(10)), plaintiff has also invoked § 1692e generally—the prohibition on false, 

deceptive, or misleading representations in connection with the collection of any debt. 

Plaintiff does not raise any provision of the FDCPA other than § 1692e. 
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Code and the FDCPA, courts can enforce both.3 The facts of Randolph concerned an 

action to collect a debt that occurred after confirmation of the Chapter 13 plan, 368 

F.3d at 728, but the court’s observations about how statutes can coexist are no less 

authoritative for the present case. The Bankruptcy Code does not require a creditor 

to file a time-barred claim, and even though a claim can be disputed, defendants do 

not argue that the Bankruptcy Code permits the filing of false, deceptive, or 

misleading claims. The right to file a proof of claim in bankruptcy and the FDCPA’s 

prohibition on false or deceptive representations can coexist. 

 

The issue is whether filing a time-barred proof of claim is a false, deceptive, or 

misleading representation in connection with the collection of a debt. Defendants 

argue that filing a proof of claim is not debt collection, it is a request to participate in 

the claims process. But there is no purpose to filing a proof of claim other than to 

attempt to recover some money for the creditor on the debt identified in the claim, 

and therefore, it is an action to collect a debt. The automatic stay in 11 U.S.C. 

§ 362(a) prohibits debt collection outside of the bankruptcy case itself, but that does 

not change the character of defendants’ efforts—by filing a proof of claim they were 

trying to collect (consistently with the automatic stay) on the debt. Defendants also 

argue that a proof of claim is not directed to the consumer, and is therefore outside 

the scope of the FDCPA. In O’Rourke v. Palisades Acquisition XVI, LLC, 635 F.3d 

938, 943–44 (7th Cir. 2011), the court read the act to extend to consumers and those 

who stand in the consumer’s shoes, and no others. A proof of claim is filed in a 

bankruptcy case in which a trustee is charged with many duties and responsibilities 

relative to the consumer-debtor (see 11 U.S.C. § 1302), including administering 

claims; ultimately, the consumer-debtor is responsible for payments upon 

confirmation of the plan. A proof of claim is aimed at the consumer’s assets and it is a 

communication to those charged with administering those assets. It is akin to a 

communication to a consumer’s attorney, which can be actionable. Evory v. RJM 

Acquisitions Funding LLC, 505 F.3d 769, 775 (7th Cir. 2007). Moreover, proofs of 

                                                 
3  Before Randolph, courts in this district concluded that an FDCPA action cannot be 

premised on proofs of claim. E.g., Gray-Mapp v. Sherman, 100 F.Supp.2d 810, 814 (N.D. Ill. 

1999); Baldwin v. McCalla, Raymer, Patrick, Cobb, Nichols & Clark, LLC, 1999 WL 284788, 

*4 (N.D. Ill. 1999). Part of the rationale of those cases was that the purpose of the 

Bankruptcy Code is to adjudicate claims to a debtor’s property in one forum, and to apply the 

FDCPA to a proof of claim would undermine that purpose. Baldwin, 1999 WL 284788 at *5. 

The Gray-Mapp court added that there was no reason to think that the FDCPA was intended 

as “an overlay to the protections already in place in the bankruptcy proceedings.” 

Gray-Mapp, 100 F.Supp.2d at 814. Randolph instructs, however, that if a court is trying to 

determine whether one statutory scheme implicitly repeals the other, the question is simply 

whether a person can comply with both. Randolph, 368 F.3d at 731. Of course, the purpose of 

a statute may be relevant in determining the scope of conduct covered by the act. See e.g., 

O’Rourke v. Palisades Acquisition XVI, LLC, 635 F.3d 938, 941–942 (7th Cir. 2011). 
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claim are intended to alert the debtor herself to claims against the estate; they 

provide information to everyone participating in the bankruptcy. Matter of 

Fernstrom Storage & Van Co., 938 F.2d 731, 734 (7th Cir. 1991). A proof of claim can 

be actionable under the FDCPA.   

 

But is a time-barred proof of claim deceptive, false, or misleading? In this case, 

the proof of claim truthfully represented the date of last activity, and provided all 

other information required by Bankruptcy Rules. Fed. R. Bankr. P. 3001(c)(3)(A). It 

did not falsely assert that it was timely. In Crawford, the Eleventh Circuit said that a 

time-barred proof of claim “creates the misleading impression to the debtor that the 

debt collector can legally enforce the debt.” 758 F.3d at 1261. Unless the debtor, her 

attorney, or the trustee review the proof of claim and understand the relevant time 

limitations, they would not know that the claim is time-barred. This view not without 

some merit, but in the end, I conclude that a time-barred proof of claim that complies 

with the Bankruptcy Rules does not purport to be anything other than a claim 

subject to dispute in the bankruptcy case—it is not deceptive, false, or misleading.4 

 

In Kimber v. Federal Financial Corp., 668 F.Supp. 1480, 1489 (M.D. Ala. 

1987), the court found a threatened time-barred lawsuit to be deceptive under 

§ 1692e because it implicitly represented that recovery was possible. Similarly, a 

dunning letter with an offer to settle could mislead an unsophisticated consumer into 

believing that a stale debt was legally enforceable, and therefore could be actionable 

under § 1692e. McMahon v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 744 F.3d 1010, 1020–22 (7th Cir. 

2014).  

 

Proofs of claim in bankruptcy are different. Seeking repayment of a 

time-barred debt is not automatically improper, McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020, and a 

proof of claim submitted on a court-approved form, fully compliant with Rule 

3001(c)(3), is a neutral statement that a debt existed at a certain time and is now 

owned by the claimant. There is a risk that the untimeliness of a claim will not be 

                                                 
4 The court of appeals in Phillips, 736 F.3d at 1079, quoted at length from Kimber v. Federal 

Financial Corp., 668 F.Supp. 1480, 1487 (M.D. Ala. 1987), and described the basis for 

outlawing stale suits to collect consumer debts. The reason was the unfairness and 

embarrassment caused by putting an unsophisticated consumer on the spot to defend a case 

that she might not understand was subject to a statute of limitations defense. Id. This was 

an analysis under § 1692f, prohibiting unfair or unconscionable practices. Plaintiff here does 

not assert a § 1692f claim, only one under § 1692e; therefore, whether time-barred proofs of 

claim are unfair or unconscionable under the FDCPA is not a question presented by 

plaintiff’s current complaint. But see In re LaGrone, 2015 WL 273373, *6–8 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 

Jan. 21, 2015) (adjudicating an untimely proof-of-claim was not as unfair or embarrassing as 

defending a collection lawsuit, and therefore plaintiff did not state a claim under either 

§ 1692e or 1692f). 
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caught (by the debtor, her lawyer, or the trustee), but that risk is not caused by any 

deception on the part of the claimant. A claim is a “right to payment,” 11 U.S.C. 

§ 101(5), so in that sense may be considered an implicit representation of legal 

enforceability. But given that the representation is primarily aimed at the trustee (a 

busy but not unsophisticated person charged with sorting out the claims), and that 

the claim process permits disputed claims to be filed, the time-barred claim is not 

actually misrepresenting the enforceability of the debt. 

 

Usually, whether a communication is deceptive is a factual question that 

cannot be resolved on a motion to dismiss. But if a court concludes that there is 

nothing deceptive-seeming about the communication, and the plaintiff rests on the 

text of the communication with no other evidence to offer, dismissal is appropriate. 

Evory, 505 F.3d at 776. Plaintiff’s position here is purely a legal one: that a 

time-barred proof of claim violates § 1692e. The only fact is that the proof of claim 

was untimely, and no inference or additional evidence is necessary to evaluate its 

character. Since a rule-compliant albeit untimely proof of claim is not misleading, 

plaintiff does not state a claim under § 1692e.5 

 

 The complaint is dismissed without prejudice. See Foster v. DeLuca, 545 F.3d 

582, 584 (7th Cir. 2008) (district courts generally dismiss without prejudice and give 

the plaintiff at least one opportunity to amend her complaint). 

 

ENTER: 

 

 

Date:  2/3/15              

       Manish S. Shah 

       United States District Judge 

                                                 
5 Collateral estoppel does not bar plaintiff’s action. Defendants argue that plaintiff’s FDCPA 

claim is an action to adjudicate the “propriety” of defendants’ claim, an issue that has been 

decided by the bankruptcy court. Not so. The FDCPA action seeks to adjudicate whether the 

proof of claim was deceptive, an issue that was not decided in bankruptcy. The issue of 

whether the claim was time-barred has been adjudicated on the merits by the parties, and 

defendants would certainly be estopped from asserting that the debt is enforceable; but 

collateral estoppel does not preclude plaintiff from claiming that defendants acted 

dishonestly when they filed the claim. Unlike Adair v. Sherman, 230 F.3d 890, 894–95 (7th 

Cir. 2000), plaintiff here does not seek to collaterally attack any aspect of her bankruptcy 

case. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

 

TIA ROBINSON, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

v. 

 

ECAST SETTLEMENT CORPORATION and 

BECKET & LEE, LLP, 

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

No. 14 CV 8277 

 

Judge Manish S. Shah 

 

 

 

ORDER 

 

Defendants’ motions to dismiss, [45] and [48], are granted. The amended 

complaint is dismissed with prejudice. Enter judgment in favor of defendants. Status 

hearing set for 4/29/15 is stricken. Terminate civil case. 

 

STATEMENT 

 

In this case, plaintiff claims defendants violated the Fair Debt Collection 

Practices Act when they filed a time-barred proof of claim in plaintiff’s Chapter 13 

bankruptcy case. Plaintiff’s original complaint, which she brought under 15 U.S.C. 

§§ 1692e and 1692e(5), was dismissed without prejudice for failure to state a claim. 

[39]. Plaintiff’s amended complaint is substantially the same, except she now brings 

claims under §§ 1692e(2)(A) and 1692f as well. [41] ¶¶ 20, 24. Defendants have 

moved to dismiss the amended complaint under Rule 12(b)(6). They believe plaintiff 

has failed to state a claim, and that plaintiff’s claims are barred under the doctrine of 

res judicata. Because I conclude plaintiff’s claims are in fact barred by claim 

preclusion, I do not reach whether she has stated a claim. 

 

The doctrine of res judicata, or claim preclusion, bars not only those issues 

actually decided in prior suits, but also all claims that could have been brought. 

Matrix IV, Inc. v. Am. Nat’l Bank and Trust Co. of Chicago, 649 F.3d 539, 547 (7th 

Cir. 2011). Claim preclusion thus differs from issue preclusion (i.e., collateral 

estoppel), which bars re-litigation only of those issues actually already decided. See 

id. Three elements must be met for res judicata to apply: “(1) an identity of the 

parties or their privies; (2) [an] identity of the causes of action; and (3) a final 

judgment on the merits.” Id. (quoting Alvear-Velez v. Mukasey, 540 F.3d 672, 677 (7th 

Cir. 2008)).  
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Citing Covert v. LVNV Funding, 779 F.3d 242 (4th Cir. 2015), defendants 

argue that plaintiff’s Fair Debt claims could have and should have been pressed in 

the now-complete bankruptcy proceedings. Plaintiff dismisses this argument as 

“nothing more than a thinly-disguised re-packaging of Defendants’ prior argument 

that Plaintiff’s claim is barred by collateral estoppel . . . a theory which . . . this court 

has already handily rejected . . . .” [53] at 12. Plaintiff also believes Covert is 

distinguishable because unlike the plaintiff in that case, she objected to defendants’ 

proof of claim. Thus, as plaintiff sees it, she “does not seek a ruling that would 

conflict with the Bankruptcy Court’s order disallowing the claim.” Id. at 12-13. 

 

Plaintiff misunderstands two key aspects of claim preclusion. First, claim 

preclusion is far broader than issue preclusion, and, as such, the prior decision 

rejecting defendants’ collateral estoppel argument does not necessarily preclude 

application of res judicata. Second, as the elements enumerated above make clear, 

claim preclusion does not depend on a party seeking a ruling that would conflict with 

a prior court’s ruling. Such a requirement would make little sense given that claim 

preclusion can apply to claims that were not actually brought. Although the court in 

Covert noted that a finding for the plaintiff in that case “would [have] directly 

contradict[ed] the bankruptcy court’s plan confirmation order approving those proofs 

of claim as legitimate,” it was offering that result simply as evidence that the third 

res judicata element was met.1 

 

 The elements of claim preclusion are satisfied in this case. First, there is an 

identity of the parties or their privies. Plaintiff and defendant eCast were both 

parties to the bankruptcy proceeding, with plaintiff as the debtor and eCast as a 

claimant. Covert, 779 F.3d at 246. And though defendant Becket & Lee was not a 

party to the bankruptcy proceeding, it was in privity with its client eCast. See 

Harrison v. Deere & Co., 533 Fed. App’x 644, 649 (7th Cir. 2013); Zahran v. 

Frankenmuth Mutual Insurance Co., 114 F.3d 1192, *3 (7th Cir. 1997); Hunziker v. 

German-American State Bank, 908 F.2d 975, *3 (7th Cir. 1990); see also Eckert v. 

Freeborn & Peters LLP, 2015 WL 859530, *3 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 26, 2015) (“As Steiner’s 

lawyer, Levin was Steiner’s agent in the state case and thus shared the same 

interests.”).  

 

 Second, there is an identity of the causes of action. This element “depends on 

whether the claims arise out of the same set of operative facts or the same 

transaction.” Matrix, 649 F.3d at 547. “This ‘transactional’ inquiry focuses on 

whether the claims comprise the same ‘core of operative facts [that] give rise to a 

1 To the extent the decision in Adair v. Sherman, 230 F.3d 890 (7th Cir. 2000) was premised 

on a conflict between the relief requested and a bankruptcy court’s prior order, it does not 

alter the outcome here. Adair concerned issue preclusion—not claim preclusion   

 

2 
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remedy.’” Id. (quoting In re Energy Coop., Inc., 814 F.2d 1226, 1230 (7th Cir. 1987)). 

“Even if the two claims are based on different legal theories, ‘two claims are one for 

purposes of res judicata if they are based on the same, or nearly the same, factual 

allegations.’” Id. (quoting Hermann v. Cencom Cable Associations, 999 F.2d 223, 226 

(7th Cir. 1993)). Here, plaintiff’s Fair Debt claims are based on the same underlying 

facts that were relevant to defendants’ proof of claim and plaintiff’s objection 

thereto—the timeliness of the proof of claim. See In re Ferrell, 1999 WL 144852, *3 

(Bankr. N.D. Ill. Mar. 17, 1999) (applying claim preclusion because new claim and 

objection to proof of claim “ar[ose] out of the same general factual allegations: UAC 

filed a proof of claim in which the secured claim was greater than the value of the 

collateral”). It can also be said that both sets of claims arise out of plaintiff’s alleged 

failure to repay the underlying credit card debt. 

 

 Third, confirmation of a bankruptcy plan is a final judgment on the merits 

with res judicata effect. Covert, 779 F.3d at 246; see also 11 U.S.C. § 1327(a) (“The 

provisions of a confirmed plan bind the debtor and each creditor, whether or not the 

claim of such creditor is provided for by the plan, and whether or not such creditor 

has objected to, has accepted, or has rejected the plan.”). 

 

 Plaintiff could have brought her FDCPA claim as a noncore adversary 

proceeding within her bankruptcy case. In In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. 419 (N.D. Ill. 

2015), as here, a creditor filed a time-barred proof of claim in a Chapter 13 

bankruptcy case. The debtor, like plaintiff, believed this act to constitute a violation 

of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. The debtor in LaGrone instituted an 

adversary proceeding. See also Covert, 779 F.3d at 247-48 (suggesting debtors could 

have asserted their Fair Debt claims by “object[ing] to [the creditor’s] proofs of claim 

at the time they were filed on the basis that they violated these consumer protection 

statutes”).2   

2 In Matrix, the court discusses a “pronounced conflict in [the Seventh Circuit’s] caselaw” on 

the res judicata effect given certain bankruptcy proceedings. 649 F.3d at 549. Specifically, in 

Barnett v. Stern, 909 F.2d 973 (7th Cir. 1990), the Seventh Circuit held that res judicata 

effect is given only to core proceedings, in which the bankruptcy court can enter a final 

judgment. As the Matrix decision points out, however, Barnett is alone in this regard and 

numerous post-Barnett decisions have affirmed the res judicata effect of bankruptcy 

proceedings without regard to the core/noncore distinction. See 649 F.3d at 550–51 

(collecting cases). The Matrix court notes that every other circuit to consider the issue has 

rejected the core/noncore distinction, adding that even the Fifth Circuit—which supplied the 

decision upon which Barnett primarily relied—has “cast doubt on the continuing vitality of 

the distinction.” Id. Consistent with this questioning of Barnett, the Matrix court explains 

that “the allocation of jurisdiction between bankruptcy and district courts does not speak to a 

party’s ability to receive a final judgment in a bankruptcy proceeding; rather it stipulates 

which court has the authority to render the judgment.” (In the end, the Matrix court avoided 

 

3 
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 Plaintiff did not bring her claims until after her bankruptcy plan had been 

confirmed, and they are precluded as a result. This outcome is consistent with a core 

purpose of bankruptcy: “to collect all of the debtor’s assets for equitable distribution 

amongst creditors.” Covert, 779 F.3d at 248 (quotation omitted). To hold otherwise 

“would risk undermining this purpose by creating an incentive for debtors to enrich 

themselves at the expense of their creditors . . . [by] refrain[ing] from pursuing claims 

for monetary damages until after a plan has been confirmed in order to obtain 

additional post-plan assets that would not be subject to distribution in bankruptcy.” 

Id. at 248–49.  

 

 

 
ENTER: 

       ___________________________ 
       Manish S. Shah 
       United States District Judge 
Date: 4/27/15 

 

the issue by deciding the case on collateral estoppel grounds.) Here, although a Fair Debt 

claim would have constituted a noncore proceeding, In re Rinaldi, 2013 WL 655514, *4–5 

(Bankr. E.D. Wis. Feb. 22, 2013), the weight of the authority demonstrates that the 

bankruptcy proceeding can serve as a basis for res judicata in this case.         

 

4 
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ILND 450 (Rev01/2015)   Judgment in a Civil Action 
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  

FOR THE  

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

 

Tia Robinson, 
 
Plaintiff(s), 
  
v.  
 
eCast Settlement Corporation and Beckett & Lee, 
LLP, 
 
Defendant(s). 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Case No.   1:14-cv-08277 
Judge Manish Shah   

 
JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

 

Judgment is hereby entered (check appropriate box): 
 
   in favor of plaintiff(s)       
   and against defendant(s)       
   in the amount of $      ,  
   
    which  includes       pre–judgment interest.  
      does not include pre–judgment interest. 
 
  Post-judgment interest accrues on that amount at the rate provided by law from the date of this judgment.  
 
  Plaintiff(s) shall recover costs from defendant(s). 
 

 
   in favor of defendant(s)       
   and against plaintiff(s)       
. 
  Defendant(s) shall recover costs from plaintiff(s). 
 

 
   other: Defendants’ motions to dismiss, [45] and [48], are granted. The amended complaint is 
dismissed with prejudice. Judgment is entered in favor of defendants and against the plaintiff. 
 

This action was (check one): 
 

 tried by a jury with Judge       presiding, and the jury has rendered a verdict.  
 tried by Judge       without a jury and the above decision was reached.  
 decided by Judge Manish Shah on a motion to dismiss, [45] and [48]. 

 
 
 
Date: 4/27/2015     Thomas G. Bruton, Clerk of Court 
 
        Maria G. Hernandez, Deputy Clerk 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

 

TIA ROBINSON, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

v. 

 

ECAST SETTLEMENT CORPORATION and 

BECKET & LEE, LLP, 

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

No. 14 CV 8277 

 

Judge Manish S. Shah 

 

 

 

ORDER 

 

Plaintiff’s motion for reconsideration [62] is denied. 

 

STATEMENT 

 

Plaintiff moves for reconsideration of the order [60] granting defendants’ 

motions to dismiss, which concluded that plaintiff’s Fair Debt Collection Practices 

Act claims were barred under the doctrine of res judicata, or claim preclusion. 

Plaintiff says claim preclusion does not apply “because her bankruptcy was in the 

process of being dismissed when she filed her initial Complaint.” [62] at 3. Plaintiff 

relies on the fact that her motion to disallow eCast’s proof of claim was filed after the 

bankruptcy court entered an order confirming plaintiff’s Chapter 13 plan. Id. She 

also repeats her argument that her FDCPA claim was not apparent from the face of 

the proof of claim, because it did not indicate whether a five- or ten-year statute of 

limitations applied. Id. 

 

None of these arguments calls for reconsideration of the prior order. eCast 

filed its proof of claim on March 12, 2014—two months before the bankruptcy plan 

was confirmed. Plaintiff offers no persuasive reason why she could not have initiated 

an FDCPA adversary proceeding in June 2014, around the time she filed her 

objection to eCast’s proof of claim, or earlier. Although she claims she did not know if 

the proof of claim was actually time-barred, that argument is belied by the fact she 

objected to the proof of claim on the ground it was time-barred. Plaintiff’s objection of 

June 6, 2014, contained all the information she needed to maintain her FDCPA 

claim. In addition, plaintiff offers no support for her position that the pendency of the 

trustee’s motion to dismiss her bankruptcy case for non-payment somehow denied 

her the opportunity to bring an FDCPA-based adversary proceeding.     
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  Nor does Randolph v. IMBS, Inc., 368 F.3d 726 (7th Cir. 2004) counsel a 

different outcome. Randolph did not address the issue of res judicata, and, in any 

event, the FDCPA claim there was premised on dunning letters sent two years after 

the bankruptcy plan had been confirmed—not on proofs of claims filed 

pre-confirmation in the bankruptcy proceeding itself.   

 

 Finally, plaintiff claims that under the prior ruling, “any FDCPA claim for 

filing a state court collection lawsuit on a time-barred debt would have to be brought 

[as] a counterclaim in the state court lawsuit,” which she believes is “clearly not the 

case.” It may be that some defendants have not asserted claim preclusion in other 

FDCPA cases, leading federal courts to reach the merits, but that does not mean that 

it is clear that claim preclusion does not apply. FDCPA claims can be barred because 

they could have been brought as counterclaims in state-court litigation. See Stanley 

v. Hollingsworth, 307 Fed. App’x 6, 2009 WL 102125, *10 (7th Cir. 2008) (FDCPA 

claims barred by claim preclusion because they could have been brought as 

counterclaims to foreclosure action). In addition, if a time-barred state collection 

lawsuit does not reach a judgment on the merits, claim preclusion would not prohibit 

an independent FDCPA action against the debt collector. Plaintiff’s concerns about 

the impact of claim preclusion on FDCPA claims are not reasons to reconsider the 

application of settled res judicata principles to the facts of this case. 

 

 

ENTER: 

       ___________________________ 

       Manish S. Shah 

       United States District Judge 

Date: 5/18/15 

 

 

2 
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- 1 - 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 
 

JOSHUA BIRTCHMAN, 
          Plaintiff, 
 

vs. 

 
LVNV FUNDING, LLC, AND RESURGENT CAP-

ITAL SERVICES, LP, 
          Defendants. 
 

 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 
 ) 

 
 
 
No. 1:14-cv-00713-JMS-TAB 

ORDER 

Plaintiff Joshua Birtchman brings this suit under the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act 

(“FDCPA”) against Defendants LVNV Funding, LLC and Resurgent Capital Services, LP (col-

lectively, “LVNV”).1  Mr. Birtchman filed for Chapter 13 bankruptcy, and LVNV filed a proof of 

claim in his Chapter 13 proceeding regarding a time-barred debt—that is, a debt for which the 

statute of limitations for collection had run.  Mr. Birtchman then filed this suit, alleging that LVNV 

violated the FDCPA by filing its proof of claim.  Presently pending before the Court is LVNV’s 

Motion to Dismiss Mr. Birtchman’s FDCPA claim.  [Filing No. 16.]  For the reasons that follow, 

the Court GRANTS LVNV’s Motion to Dismiss.2 

                                                 
1 Defendant Resurgent Capital Services, LLC serves as an agent for LVNV Funding, LLC.  [Filing 
No. 1 at 2-3.]  The Court therefore refers to the Defendants collectively as LVNV. 
 
2 On this date the Court is issuing another opinion granting a motion to dismiss filed by LVNV in 
another case raising the same issue presented here.  See Owens v. LVNV Funding, LLC, No. 1:14-
cv-02083-JMS-TAB.  Because LVNV’s motions and supporting briefs in this case and Owens are 
essentially identical, and the Plaintiff in each case primarily relies on the same authorities in sup-
port of his position, substantial portions of the Court’s two opinions are identical. 
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I. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure require that a complaint provide the defendant with 

“fair notice of what the . . . claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.’”  Erickson v. Pardus, 

551 U.S. 89, 93 (2007) (quoting Bell Atlantic v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007)).  In reviewing 

the sufficiency of a complaint, the Court must accept all well-pled facts as true and draw all per-

missible inferences in favor of the plaintiff.  See Active Disposal Inc. v. City of Darien, 635 F.3d 

883, 886 (7th Cir. 2011).  A Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss asks whether the complaint “con-

tain[s] sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to ‘state a claim to relief that is plausible on its 

face.’”  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570).  The 

Court will not accept legal conclusions or conclusory allegations as sufficient to state a claim for 

relief.  See McCauley v. City of Chicago, 671 F.3d 611, 617 (7th Cir. 2011).  Factual allegations 

must plausibly state an entitlement to relief “to a degree that rises above the speculative level.”  

Munson v. Gaetz, 673 F.3d 630, 633 (7th Cir. 2012).  This plausibility determination is “a context-

specific task that requires the reviewing court to draw on its judicial experience and common 

sense.”  Id. 

II. 

BACKGROUND 

 

The following background facts are drawn from the allegations in Mr. Birtchman’s Com-

plaint and information found on the docket of Mr. Birtchman’s bankruptcy case.3 

                                                 
3 In deciding a motion to dismiss, the Court can take “judicial notice of matters within the public 
record . . . without converting [it] into a motion for summary judgment.”  Adkins v. VIM Recycling, 
Inc., 644 F.3d 483, 493 (7th Cir. 2011). 
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On June 18, 2013, Mr. Birtchman filed a Chapter 134 bankruptcy petition in the Bankruptcy 

Court for the Southern District of Indiana.  [See Filing No. 1 at 3; In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-

JMC-7.]  On October 17, 2013, LVNV filed a proof of claim with the Bankruptcy Court in the 

amount of $2,527.63.  [Filing No. 1 at 3; In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-7, Claim 7-1.]  On 

the proof of claim, LVNV stated, among other things, that the debt was charged off by the original 

creditor on June 15, 1998.  [Filing No. 1 at 3; In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-7, Claim 7-1 

at 4.]  The statute of limitations in Indiana for collecting delinquent debts is six years.  See Ind. 

Code § 34-11-2-9.  

Mr. Birtchman was represented by counsel during his bankruptcy proceeding.  [In re 

Birtchman, No. 14-05792-JMC-1, Dkt. 1 at 2.]  On October 23, 2013, Mr. Birtchman objected to 

LVNV’s proof of claim on the ground that Indiana’s statute of limitations precludes enforcement 

of that debt obligation.  [Filing No. 1 at 3; In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-7, Dkt. 24 at 1.]  

The Bankruptcy Court sustained Mr. Birtchman’s objection on November 26, 2013.  [Filing No. 

1 at 4; In re Birtchman, No. 14-05792-JMC-1, Dkt. 25 at 1.] 

III. 

DISCUSSION 

The question presented by the parties in this Motion to Dismiss is one that this Court and 

federal courts across the country have recently addressed: can filing a proof of claim for a time-

barred debt in a bankruptcy proceeding violate the FDCPA?  The Seventh Circuit has not decided 

this question, but several district courts in the Seventh Circuit have reached different conclusions.  

4 On March 5, 2014, Mr. Birtchman converted his bankruptcy case to Chapter 7.  [See In re Birtch-

man, No. 13-06502-JMC-7, Dkt. 31.]  Because this does not affect the Court’s analysis of his 
FDCPA claim, and because LVNV filed its proof of claim and Mr. Birtchman objected to that 
claim while the proceeding was still a Chapter 13 proceeding, the Court will refer to Mr. Birtch-
man’s bankruptcy case as a Chapter 13 proceeding. 
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Given Mr. Birtchman’s allegations and the arguments presented by the parties, the Court concludes 

that LVNV’s filing of its proof of claim did not violate the FDCPA.  Therefore, LVNV’s Motion 

to Dismiss must be granted.  

At the outset, the Court recognizes that it denied a motion to dismiss in a similar case: 

Elliott v. Cavalry Investments, LLC, 2015 WL 133745 (S.D. Ind. 2015).  In that case, however, the 

Court explicitly noted that it was not concluding that such a motion to dismiss could never be 

granted, but rather that the defendants’ motion “failed to raise or adequately address several issues 

which may impact the disposition of the case.”  Id. at *2.  LVNV, in this case, has adequately 

presented those arguments to the Court, and they warrant the dismissal of Mr. Birtchman’s FDCPA 

claim. 

LVNV presents two general arguments as to why Mr. Birtchman’s FDCPA claim should 

be dismissed.  First, LVNV argues that Mr. Birtchman lacks standing to pursue an FDCPA claim.  

[Filing No. 17 at 3.]  Second, LVNV maintains that Mr. Birtchman’s allegations fail to establish 

an FDCPA violation.  [Filing No. 17 at 5.]  The Court addresses each contention in turn. 

A. Mr. Birtchman Has Standing to Bring an FDCPA Claim Against LVNV 

LVNV argues that Mr. Birtchman cannot establish the injury in fact necessary to have 

standing because, even if its proof of claim is accepted by the Bankruptcy Court, the amount Mr. 

Birtchman owes per month would not change, and thus the proof of claim will not injure him in 

any way.  [Filing No. 17 at 4.]  Mr. Birtchman responds that a consumer has standing to bring an 

FDCPA claim even if the debt collector’s conduct “has not caused the consumer to suffer any 

pecuniary or emotional harm.”  [Filing No. 18 at 12.]  LVNV reiterates its argument regarding 

injury in fact in reply.  [Filing No. 19 at 8.] 
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Mr. Birtchman must establish that he has standing to bring an FDCPA claim against 

LVNV, which requires him to show: “(1) an injury in fact, (2) an injury that is fairly . . . trace[able] 

to the challenged action of the defendant, and not . . . th[e] result [of] the independent action of 

some third party not before the court, and (3) an injury that is likely . . . [to] be redressed by a 

favorable decision.”  Johnson v. Merrill Lynch, Piece, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 719 F.3d 601, 606 

(7th Cir. 2013) (citation and quotation marks omitted).  “Absent different indications from statu-

tory text, only a person within a statutory provision’s ‘zone of interest’ has standing to sue under 

it.”  Todd v. Collecto, Inc., 731 F.3d 734, 736 (7th Cir. 2013). 

LVNV is incorrect that Mr. Birtchman cannot establish injury in fact.  First, contrary to 

LVNV’s position, it is clear that plaintiffs can pursue an FDCPA claim even if they suffer no actual 

injury as a result of the alleged statutory violation.  See 15 U.S.C. § 1692k(a)(2)(A); Phillips v. 

Asset Acceptance, LLC, 736 F.3d 1076, 1083 (7th Cir. 2013) (“Proof of injury is not required when 

the only damages sought are statutory.”).  Second, Mr. Birtchman alleges that LVNV’s allegedly 

misleading proof of claim was an action directed at him that it was not legally permitted to take 

under § 1692e of the FDCPA.  [Filing No. 1 at 4.]  Because the FDCPA states that “[a] debt 

collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading representation or means in connection 

with the collection of any debt,” 15 U.S.C. § 1692e, and Mr. Birtchman has alleged that LVNV 

did so with respect to him, he falls within the “zone of interest” of the FDCPA subsection he 

invokes, Todd, 731 F.3d at 736.  Accordingly, for either of these reasons, Mr. Birtchman has stand-

ing to pursue his FDCPA claim against LVNV.  See Donaldson v. LVNV Funding, LLC, --- 

F.Supp.3d ----, 2015 WL 1539607, *2 (S.D. Ind. 2015) (holding that a plaintiff engaged in a Chap-

ter 13 proceeding had standing to bring an FDCPA claim against a creditor who filed a proof of 

claim regarding a time-barred debt). 
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B. LVNV’s Filing of a Truthful Proof of Claim Did Not Violate the FDCPA 

1. The Parties’ Arguments

LVNV presents several arguments as to why Mr. Birtchman’s FDCPA claim must be dis-

missed: (1) the fact that LVNV filed a proof of claim in Mr. Birtchman’s Chapter 13 proceeding 

distinguishes this case from those such as Phillips where the Seventh Circuit held that filing a state 

court suit regarding a time-barred debt violated the FDCPA, [Filing No. 17 at 5-7]; (2) nothing 

about LVNV’s proof of claim was deceptive or misleading, especially to a competent attorney, 

[Filing No. 17 at 7-8]; (3) filing a proof of claim does not constitute “debt collection” under the 

FDCPA, [Filing No. 17 at 8-10]; (4) Randolph v. IMBS, Inc., 368 F.3d 726, 728 (7th Cir. 2004), 

does not support Mr. Birtchman’s claims, [Filing No. 17 at 10-12]; (5) if proofs of claim could 

violate the FDCPA, this would undermine the primacy of the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction, [Fil-

ing No. 13 at 12-15]; (6) the Bankruptcy Code alone is sufficient to protect Mr. Birtchman from 

improper proofs of claim, [Filing No. 13 at 15-19]; and (7) the proof of claim was proper because 

the debt remained valid, even if time-barred, [Filing No. 13 at 19-21]. 

Mr. Birtchman responds by explaining how, in his view, filing a proof of claim on a time-

barred debt violates the FDCPA.  [Filing No. 15 at 7-14.]  Specifically, Mr. Birtchman points out 

that Phillips established that filing a state court suit to collect a time-barred debt violates the 

FDCPA, and that the Eleventh Circuit in Crawford v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 758 F.3d 1254 (11th 

Cir. 2014), relied on the reasoning in Phillips in holding that the filing of a proof of claim regarding 

a time-barred debt violated the FDCPA.  [Filing No. 18 at 7-8.]  Mr. Birtchman next explains why 

filing a proof of claim constitutes “an attempt to collect a debt” pursuant to the FDCPA.  [Filing 

No. 18 at 8-12.]  Contrary to LVNV’s position, says Mr. Birtchman, Randolph shows that both the 
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FDCPA and the Bankruptcy Code can coexist, which undermines LVNV’s argument that the pro-

tection of the Bankruptcy Code are alone sufficient to protect a consumer.  [Filing No. 18 at 14.]  

Finally, Mr. Birtchman argues that LVNV’s proof of claim was “false because it was clearly time-

barred under Indiana’s six-year statute of limitations,” and LVNV “could easily comply with both 

the Bankruptcy Code and FDCPA by not filing false proofs of claim in consumer bankruptcies on 

debts that [it] know[s] are clearly past the statute of limitations.”  [Filing No. 18 at 14.] 

LVNV replies that recent district court and bankruptcy court decisions undermine Mr. 

Birtchman’s position.  [Filing No. 19 at 3-7.]  Further, LVNV contends these same decisions show 

that Crawford is an outlier and should not be followed in this case.  [Filing No. 19 at 7.]  Lastly, 

LVNV reiterates the remaining arguments it initially made in its opening brief.  [Filing No. 19 at 

8-11.] 

2. The Relevant Legal Authorities

The purpose of the FDCPA is “to eliminate abusive debt collection practices by debt col-

lectors.”  15 U.S.C. § 1692(e); see Mace v. Van Ru Credit Corp., 109 F.3d 338, 343 (7th Cir. 1997) 

(“[The FDCPA] was designed to protect against the abusive debt collection practices likely to 

disrupt a debtor’s life.”).  Section 1692e provides that “[a] debt collector may not use any false, 

deceptive, or misleading representation or means in connection with the collection of any debt.”  

15 U.S.C. § 1692e.  The FDCPA sets forth non-exhaustive examples of conduct that violates this 

prohibition, such as “[t]he threat to take any action that cannot legally be taken.”  Id. § 1692e(5). 

Mr. Birtchman alleges that LVNV violated § 1692e(5) by filing a proof of claim in his bankruptcy 

proceeding.  [Filing No. 1 at 4.] 

“The courts have ruled that the [FDCPA] is intended for the protection of unsophisticated 

consumers . . . , so that in deciding whether for example a representation made in a dunning letter 
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is misleading the court asks whether a person of modest education and limited commercial savvy 

would be likely to be deceived.”  Evory v. RJM Acquisitions Funding L.L.C., 505 F.3d 769, 774 

(7th Cir. 2007).  However, communications to a consumer’s lawyer are judged by a different stand-

ard: a communication “that would be unlikely to deceive a competent lawyer . . . [is] not . . . 

actionable.”  Id. 

The Seventh Circuit has not addressed the specific issue raised in this case, and the parties 

dispute the relevance of the Seventh Circuit’s decisions in Phillips and Randolph.  In Phillips, the 

Seventh Circuit held that the initiation of a state-court action to collect a time-barred debt violates 

§§ 1692e, 1692f of the FDCPA.  See 736 F.3d at 1079.  In so holding, the Seventh Circuit quoted 

an Alabama district court’s discussion of the policy behind finding such a violation as follows: 

“As with any defendant sued on a stale claim, the passage of time not only dulls the 
consumer’s memory of the circumstances and validity of the debt, but heightens the 
probability that she will no longer have personal records detailing the status of the 
debt.  Indeed, the unfairness of such conduct is particularly clear in the consumer 
context where courts have imposed a heightened standard of care—that sufficient 
to protect the least sophisticated consumer.  Because few unsophisticated consum-
ers would be aware that a statute of limitations could be used to defend against 
lawsuits based on stale debts, such consumers would unwittingly acquiesce to such 
lawsuits.  And, even if the consumer realizes that she can use time as a defense, she 
will more than likely still give in rather than fight the lawsuit because she must still 
expend energy and resources and subject herself to the embarrassment of going into 
court to present the defense; this is particularly true in light of the costs of attorneys 
today.” 

Id. (quoting Kimber v. Federal Financial Corp., 668 F. Supp. 1480, 1487 (M.D. Ala. 1987)). 

The Seventh Circuit later explained its holding in Phillips by noting that the FDCPA “spe-

cifically prohibits the false representation of the character or legal status of any debt,” see 

McMahon v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 744 F.3d 1010, 1020 (7th Cir. 2014) (citing 15 U.S.C. § 

1692e(2)(A)), and this prohibition is violated when a debt collector “misleads an unsophisticated 
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consumer to believe a time-barred debt is legally enforceable,” id.  However, the Seventh Circuit 

clarified that it 

did not hold that it is automatically improper for a debt collector to seek re-payment 
of time-barred debts; some people might consider full debt re-payment a moral ob-
ligation, even though the legal remedy for the debt has been extinguished.  But, as 
we held in Phillips, . . . if the debt collector uses language in its dunning letter that 
would mislead an unsophisticated consumer into believing that the debt is legally 
enforceable, regardless of whether the letter actually threatens litigation . . . , the 
collector has violated the FDCPA. 

Id.  

Although the Seventh Circuit has not directly addressed the issue in the instant case, the 

Eleventh Circuit recently did in Crawford.  The Eleventh Circuit, applying the unsophisticated-

consumer standard, relied heavily on the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Phillips to reason that if it 

violates the FDCPA to file a state-court action to collect a time-barred debt, it equally violates the 

FDCPA to file a proof of claim in a bankruptcy proceeding regarding a time-barred debt.  See 

Crawford, 758 F.3d at 1259-61.  The Eleventh Circuit reasoned that, “[s]imilar to the filing of a 

stale lawsuit, a debt collector’s filing of a time-barred proof of claim creates the misleading im-

pression to the debtor that the debt collector can legally enforce the debt.  The ‘least sophisticated’ 

Chapter 13 debtor may be unaware that a claim is time barred and unenforceable and thus fail to 

object to such a claim.”  Id. at 1261.  Notably, the Chief Judge of this District recently found 

Crawford persuasive in holding that “the FDCPA can apply to time-barred proofs of claim.”  Pat-

rick v. Pyod, LLC, 39 F.Supp.3d 1032, 1036 (S.D. Ind. 2014) (“By filing a proof of claim, the 

creditor creates the misleading impression to the debtor that the debt collector can legally enforce 

the debt.  The least sophisticated consumer would be unaware that such a claim is time-barred and 

thus unenforceable.”); see also Smith v. Asset Acceptance, LLC, 510 B.R. 225, 226-27 (S.D. Ind. 

2013) (reaching the same conclusion).  However, another Judge in this District has reached the 
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opposite result, as have other judges in the Seventh Circuit.  See Donaldson v. LVNV Funding, 

LLC, --- F.Supp.3d ----, 2015 WL 1539607 (S.D. Ind. 2015); Robinson v. eCast Settlement Corp., 

2015 WL 494626 (N.D. Ill. 2015); In re LeGrone, 525 B.R. 419 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2015). 

3. Analysis

The Court ultimately concludes that Mr. Birtchman has failed to state a viable FDCPA 

claim.  Although LVNV proposes several routes to reach this conclusion, the Court address only 

the one it finds most compelling—namely, that there is nothing deceptive or misleading about 

LVNV’s proof of claim filed in Mr. Birtchman’s Chapter 13 proceeding.  The Court’s analysis 

begins by explaining why this is so.  Next, the Court discusses why Phillips is distinguishable from 

this case and thus does not mandate a contrary result. 

To succeed on his FDCPA claim, Mr. Birtchman must prove that LVNV’s proof of claim 

was “false, deceptive, or misleading,” 15 U.S.C. § 1692e.  But Mr. Birtchman fails to explain with 

any specificity what about LVNV’s filing of a proof of claim was so.  The Court’s review of 

LVNV’s conduct reveals that nothing about the act of filing a proof of claim or the substance of 

the proof of claim is misleading.  First, the Bankruptcy Code itself contemplates the filing of a 

proof of claim.  See 11 U.S.C. § 501(a) (“A creditor . . . may file a proof of claim.”).  The Bank-

ruptcy Code implicitly recognizes that proofs of claim regarding time-barred debts may be filed 

by providing debtors with an affirmative defense to such claims.  See 11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(1) (stating 

that a debtor can object to a claim if “such claim is unenforceable against the debtor . . . under . . . 

applicable law”).  Thus, there is nothing inherently deceptive or misleading about LVNV’s mere 

act of filing a proof of claim, as such an act is contemplated by the Bankruptcy Code. 

As to the substance of the proof of claim, Mr. Birtchman fails to point to any particular 

representations on the claim that are misleading.  It is difficult to see how he could unless LVNV 
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provided him with incorrect information, as the proof of claim is simply the standard bankruptcy 

claim form with several of the blanks filled in by LVNV.  [See In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-

JMC-7, Claim 7-1 at 1-4.]  In fact, on the claim form LVNV specifically provided Mr. Birtchman 

with, among other things, the date the debt was charged off by the original creditor, and Mr. Birtch-

man does not allege that any of this information was false.  [In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-

7, Claim 7-1 at 4.]  Thus, not only is the proof of claim not misleading, but it clearly states infor-

mation that can be used to determine if the debt is time barred.  As explained in In re LaGrone: 

Under Bankruptcy Rule 3001(c)(3), a claim for credit card debt . . . must list the 
creditor who held the debt at the time of the account holder’s last transaction, the 
date of the last transaction, the date of the last payment, and the date the account 
was charged to profit or loss. As explained in the Advisory Committee Notes to the 
2012 Amendments, these required disclosures were designed to “provide a basis 
for assessing the timeliness of the claim.” [Therefore,] . . . a debtor in bankruptcy 
should always have the information needed to determine whether the statute of lim-
itations for a claim has expired. 

 
525 B.R. at 427; see also Robinson, 2015 WL 494626, at *3 (holding that a proof of claim regard-

ing a time-barred debt that “truthfully represented the date of last activity, and provided all other 

information required by Bankruptcy Rules” did not violate the FDCPA because it “does not pur-

port to be anything other than a claim subject to dispute in the bankruptcy case—it is not deceptive, 

false, or misleading”).  Although LVNV failed to provide Mr. Birtchman with last payment and 

last transaction dates, it provided him with the charged off date, and Mr. Birtchman himself rec-

ognizes this as showing that the debt was time-barred.  [Filing No. 1 at 3.]  Given these facts, the 

proof of claim is nothing but a factual representation of the information LVNV has regarding Mr. 
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Birtchman’s debt, and thus is not being false, deceptive, or misleading in violation of the FDCPA.5  

See Donaldson, 2015 WL 1539607, at * 5 (“A factual, true statement about the existence of a debt 

and the amount . . . is neither false nor deceptive.”); Robinson, 2015 WL 494626, at *3 (“[A] proof 

of claim . . . is a neutral statement that a debt existed at a certain time and is now owned by the 

claimant.”). 

 Instead of describing with specificity how the FDCPA was violated in this case, Mr. Birtch-

man asks the Court to reach a categorical conclusion that any proof of claim filed regarding a time-

barred debt is inherently false or misleading. [Filing No. 18 at 14.]  This, says Mr. Birtchman, is 

the logical extension of the Seventh Circuit’s holding in Phillips that any state court action to 

collect a time-barred debt violates §§ 1692e, 1692f.6  [Filing No. 18 at 7-8.]   

                                                 
5 LVNV’s representation that Mr. Birtchman is indebted to it is not “false” as Mr. Birtchman con-
tends, as time-barred debts still exist, even if they are unenforceable under state law.  See Martin 

v. Brown, 716 N.E.2d 1030, 1034 (Ind. App. 1999) (“[A] debt that is barred by the statute of 
limitations is not extinguished; it is simply unenforceable at law.”) (citation and quotation marks 
omitted); see also McMahon, 744 F.3d at 1020 (noting that it is not “automatically improper for a 
debt collector to seek re-payment of time-barred debts[ because] some people might consider full 
debt re-payment a moral obligation, even though the legal remedy for the debt has been extin-
guished”).  The Bankruptcy Code itself contemplates that a debtor may object to such unenforce-
able proofs of claim, 11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(1), but just as is the case in state court, this objection must 
be raised or the proof of claim will be “deemed allowed,” 11 U.S.C. § 502(a); see Weist v. Dawn, 
2 N.E.3d 65, 69 (Ind. App. 2014) (“[S]tatutes of limitations are affirmative defenses that must be 
pled and proven and can be waived.”); see also Dupuy v. McEwen, 495 F.3d 807, 810 (7th Cir. 
2007) (“[T]he statute of limitations is just another affirmative defense, which the parties can 
waive.”). 
 
6 In addition to Phillips, Mr. Birtchman relies on Randolph v. IMBS, Inc., 368 F.3d 726 (7th Cir. 
2004).  But Randolph has little direct impact on the issue raised in this case, as Randolph stands 
for the proposition that both the Bankruptcy Code and the FDCPA can be enforced; the Bankruptcy 
Code and the FDCPA are “overlapping and not entirely congruent remedies systems” that can 
“coexist,” therefore “any debt collector can comply with both simultaneously.”  Randolph, 368 
F.3d at 730-31; see Patrick, 2014 WL 4100414, at *2 (noting that “Randolph recognized that the 
FDCPA and the Bankruptcy Code overlap in their coverage of certain activities, but that overlap 
does not preclude the application of either statute”).  As explained by another District Court, Ran-

dolph does not bear on the issue presented in this case because “the question is not whether the 
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The first difficulty with Mr. Birtchman’s position and his reliance on Phillips is that the 

Seventh Circuit has made clear after Phillips that they have “not h[e]ld that it is automatically 

improper for a debt collector to seek re-payment of time-barred debts.”  McMahon, 744 F.3d at 

1020.  Instead, a violation of the FDCPA exists only if a debt collector uses language “that would 

mislead an unsophisticated consumer into believing that the debt is legally enforceable.”  Id.  As 

discussed above, Mr. Birtchman does not point to any particular portion of, or language in, 

LVNV’s proof of claim that is misleading, and the Court’s examination of the proof of claim re-

veals none. 

Second, the holding in Phillips was driven by concerns about debt collectors filing state 

court collection actions against unrepresented debtors that simply do not apply in the Chapter 13 

context, and especially not here given the facts presented in this case.  As detailed above, the 

Seventh Circuit in Phillips concluded that filing a state court action to collect a time-barred debt 

violated the FDCPA for two primary reasons: (1) a consumer might not be aware that the statute 

of limitations is a defense, nor might they have the memory or other evidence necessary to mount 

such a defense; and (2) “even if the consumer realizes that she can use time as a defense, she will 

more than likely still give in rather than fight the lawsuit because she must still expend energy and 

resources and subject herself to the embarrassment of going into court to present the defense; this 

                                                 
FDCPA and the Bankruptcy Code can co-exist in a vacuum; rather, the question is whether filing 
a proof of claim on a prescribed debt . . . can potentially constitute a violation of the FDCPA.”  B-

Real, LLC v. Rogers, 405 B.R. 428, 431-32 (M.D. La. 2009); see also Johnson v. Midland Funding, 

LLC, --- B.R. ----, 2015 WL 1345431, *6 (S.D. Ala. 2015) (concluding that Randolph is inappli-
cable to an FDCPA claim regarding a proof of claim on a time-barred debt because “[t]he plaintiff 
is not urging that the defendant ‘comply’ with both the [FDCPA] and the [Bankruptcy] Code, she 
is insisting that the defendant comply with the [FDCPA] by surrendering its right under the [Bank-
ruptcy] Code to file a proof of claim on a time-barred debt”).  Therefore, Randolph does not affect 
the Court’s analysis of Mr. Birtchman’s FDCPA claim. 
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is particularly true in light of the costs of attorneys today.”  736 F.3d at 1079 (citation and quotation 

marks omitted). 

Mr. Birtchman highlights the fact that the Eleventh Circuit in Crawford found that the first 

reason set forth in Phillips is equally “true in the bankruptcy context.”  Crawford, 758 F.3d at 

1260.  But the Court disagrees with Crawford on this point.  Unlike when an unrepresented con-

sumer receives a state court complaint, Mr. Birtchman was represented by counsel from the outset 

of his Chapter 13 proceeding.  [In re Birtchman, No. 14-05792-JMC-1, Dkt. 1 at 2.]  Thus, the 

proof of claim should not be judged from the standpoint of an unsophiscated consumer, but of a 

competent lawyer.  See Evory, 505 F.3d at 774.  A competent lawyer would undoubtedly be aware 

of the statute of limitations defense that is common in most areas of law and permitted by the 

Bankruptcy Code.  See Donaldson, 2015 WL 1539607, at *5 (holding that an FDCPA claim re-

garding a proof of claim as to a time-barred debt should be judged by the competent attorney 

standard set out in Evory, and that “a representation in a proof of claim on a stale debt is unlikely 

to deceive a competent lawyer—the debt both could be disallowed and discharged using the pro-

cedure for objecting to claims”); see also In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 427; Robinson, 2015 WL 

494626, at *2.  In fact, Mr. Birtchman’s lawyer was aware of this defense because he relied on it 

in objecting to LVNV’s proof of claim.  [Filing No. 1 at 3; In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-

7, Dkt. 24 at 1.] 

Even if Mr. Birtchman were not represented by counsel, the trustee that is appointed in 

each Chapter 13 proceeding, see 11 U.S.C. § 1302(a), has a statutory obligation to object to im-

proper claims, such as those that are time barred, 11 U.S.C. § 704(a)(5) (“The trustee shall . . . if a 

purpose would be served, examine proofs of claims and object to the allowance of any claim that 

is improper.”); see In re CMGT, Inc., 458 B.R. 473, 489 (N.D. Ill. 2011) (“Under 11 U.S.C. 
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§ 704(a)(5), a trustee’s duties include examining proofs of claim and objecting to the allowance of 

any claim that is improper.”).    Therefore, either because Mr. Birtchman was represented by coun-

sel, or because the trustee has an obligation to object to time-barred claims on Mr. Birtchman’s 

behalf, the concern in Phillips that an unrepresented consumer may be unaware of the statute of 

limitations defense to a collection action is not present in the Chapter 13 context.  See In re 

LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 426 (“[I]n collection lawsuits, the debtors themselves must assert the statute 

of limitations in an answer.  Debtors in bankruptcy cases, on the other hand, have the benefit of a 

trustee with a fiduciary duty to all parties to examine proofs of claims and object to the allowance 

of any claim that is improper.”) (citation and quotation marks omitted). 

Not only would the availability of the limitations defense become known to Mr. Birtchman 

through his attorney or the trustee, but, unlike in Phillips, there is also no concern that Mr. Birtch-

man would not have the evidence necessary to prove the defense applied.  This is because, as stated 

above, the proof of claim form submitted by LVNV provided the debt’s charge off date, [In re 

Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-7, Claim 7-1 at 4], which Mr. Birtchman himself recognizes as 

showing that the debt was time-barred, [Filing No. 1 at 3].   Thus, “unlike the consumer who has 

only the information required in a state court complaint [at issue in Phillips], a debtor in bankruptcy 

should always have the information needed to determine whether the statute of limitations for a 

claim has expired.”  In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 427. 

 The second main concern expressed in Phillips—that a consumer will likely give in rather 

than expend his resources fighting the suit and subjecting himself to the embarrassment of a suit—

is also inapplicable in the Chapter 13 context.  First, Mr. Birtchman himself initiated the Chapter 

13 proceeding.  [In re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-7, Dkt. 1.]  Thus this case presents the op-

posite scenario presented in Phillips: Mr. Birtchman subjected himself to a legal proceeding; he 
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was not embarrassingly haled into Court by a debt collector.  Second, when sued by a debt collector 

in state court, a consumer debtor would almost certainly have to retain and pay a lawyer to defend 

him.  See In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 427.  But here, Mr. Birtchman was represented by counsel 

from the outset of, and throughout, his Chapter 13 proceeding.  [In re Birtchman, No. 14-05792-

JMC-1, Dkt. 1 at 2.]  Thus, Mr. Birtchman was already incurring the expense of an attorney when 

LVNV filed its proof of claim, and the expense for the additional legal work required to object to 

that claim was minimal, as it required the filing of a straightforward one-page objection.  [See In 

re Birtchman, No. 13-06502-JMC-7, Dkt. 24 at 1.]  Third, as discussed above, even if Mr. Birtch-

man was unrepresented, the trustee has a statutory obligation to object to improper claims such as 

those barred by the statute of limitations.  See 11 U.S.C. § 704(a)(5); In re CMGT, Inc., 458 B.R. 

at 489.  Therefore, an unrepresented debtor should be protected from proofs of claim regarding 

time-barred debt without having to pay an attorney.  For these reasons, the second concern ex-

pressed in Phillips is inapplicable, or at least not nearly as compelling, in the Chapter 13 context.  

See In re LaGrone, 525 B.R. at 427 (distinguishing Phillips because it is “easier” and “less embar-

rassing” for a Chapter 13 debtor to object to a proof of claim than to “deal with an untimely col-

lection lawsuit” and because “[d]ebtors in bankruptcy, by contrast [to those facing a collection 

lawsuit], are likely from the outset of the case to be represented by an attorney who can both advise 

them about the existence of a statute of limitations defense and file an objection if the trustee does 

not”).  Because the rationale in Phillips simply does not apply in the bankruptcy context, there is 

no reason to extend its holding to this case. 

 In sum, under the facts presented in this case, there is nothing false, deceptive, or mislead-

ing about LVNV’s filing of a proof of claim on a time-barred debt in Mr. Birtchman’s Chapter 13 
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proceeding.  Mr. Birtchman’s reliance on Phillips in support of the contrary conclusion is unper-

suasive.  Accordingly, Mr. Birtchman has not stated a viable FDCPA claim. 

IV. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons explained, LVNV’s Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED.  [Filing No. 16.]  

Final Judgment will issue accordingly. 

Distribution via ECF to all counsel of record 

April 22, 2015
    _______________________________
    

         Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge
         United States District Court
         Southern District of Indiana
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